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1. Executive summary 
 

Deliverable 4.2 details all processing steps the FHI and research partners have to go through before being able to 

upload both the content items and their metadata. This can be considered as a protocol for researchers to ensure 

sufficient harmonization of practices in treating material from different collections, including formal procedures 

for content processing to be observed by FHI partners and researchers.  

Content items will have to be transcoded to adhere to the preferred target formats and technological specs. Those 

were defined by the technological partners in function of the performance of the technological functionalities and 

the research goals. Metadata will first have to be cleaned to central requirements and enriched in the local FHI 

database. In a second step, the research partners will be asked to enrich the descriptive information of the content 

items to ensure the project research goals can be reached as soon as the e-environments are ready for use in M24.  

This document lists all processing requirements, the partners involved in each step and the workflow and planning 

for the upload for content, metadata and contextualization information. The document will be molded into a 

useful and clear manual for data providers, which will be send to the current project partners and placed on a 

designated page of the project portal.  
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2. Introduction 
 

This report will detail the processing efforts necessary for content items and metadata before they can be 

uploaded into the project repositories.  All efforts are designed in such a way that aide specific project goals and 

milestones and will enable the technological developments to achieve the highest standards of performance. This 

will in turn allow the research partners to perform their work to the highest standards of quality, once the e-

environments are ready for use in M24.  

Chapter 3 delves into the analysis performed to create this document and looks at the different considerations 

that had an impact on the creation of this Handbook. Most notably the requirements of the research partners 

were considered, to make sure the content and the metadata will allow these partners to perform their research 

activities to the fullest extent of the system capabilities.   

Chapter 4 details all efforts FHI partners are expected to make, to prepare the content items for upload. This 

chapter will provide target specs for the format, container and codec for the different content types. On top of 

this information, chapter 4 will provide a workflow for the content upload functionalities of the project and a 

planning by which all content items have to be uploaded. This planning was designed in coherence with the project 

objectives and planning, other relevant deliverables and is constructed around certain project milestones.  

Chapter 5 will list the different steps of the processing activities for metadata elements. The local archives are 

required to clean up and enrich certain elements, which were listed as mandatory in the data model of the project. 

On the one hand these elements have an impact on the access control functionality and on the other they aim at 

harmonizing the information coming from different sources. The chapter also looks at how research partners were 

asked to enrich specific elements via the use of an interim enrichment solution. Finally, this chapter lists all possible 

upload functionalities for metadata, and provides a planning that will help the project partners to achieve the 

goals set out in the proposal.  
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3. Considerations for processing 
 

Before creating the handbook for processing and upload of content and metadata, project Coordinator CRB 

considered several documents and deliverables to ascertain what specific requirements from the research 

partners might have an influence on this processing process, more specifically regarding targeted technical 

specifics and metadata elements. Based upon the user requirements the research partners handed in and 

which were transcribed in the deliverables for WP2 (D2.1 and D2.21), direct feedback from leading research 

partners and the enrichment strategy for the entire project (D4.12),  the preparation process for both content 

and metadata was created. The workflow and planning for both was thought out and installed with the 

enrichment requirements in mind and is organized in function to the project planning for technological 

developments.  

4. Content processing and upload 
 

In order to ensure to harmonize formats and technical specs of all content items within the I-Media-Cities 

project, several preparations have to be done first before and then during upload. These actions will make 

sure all content items can be optimally used by the researchers and the technical developments foreseen in 

I-Media-Cities, most notable, the automatic tools (See D7.1, State of the Art3) and the streaming solution for 

viewing the films. 

The following chapters will detail the technical preparation needed both at the local level of the archive in 

order to prepare the content for upload and during ingestion of the content items in the project repository. 

To complete the content preparation part, the ingestion protocol and import workflow for content items will 

close this chapter.  

4.1. Technical preparation at the level of the archive before upload 
 

Based upon previous experience with the automatic analysis tools, feedback from the research partners, 

the technical developments planned for the project and the results of the Ephemeral Films project4 in 

Austria, Coordinator CRB, project partner OFM (Leading Research partner IMC, Coordinator Ephemeral 

Films Project) and the technical teams of the project (CIN, FHG) devised a questionnaire for the FHI 

Partners, asking them about the technical details of the films they were planning to upload into the 

project. The specifics of photographs and text-files were not expected to be very complicated, as previous 

questionnaire results and the original content list of the Grant Agreement already showed a high level of 

harmonization for these content types.  

                                                             
1 IMC Consortium, IMC-D2.1-User Requirements-v1.2-final and D2.2-User Requirements-analysis of Business and 
System requirements-v1.10-final, www.imediacities.eu (Both are restricted in access) 
2 IMC Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Content Selection and plan for Content Enrichment-v1.4-final, 
www.imediacities.eu/results  
3 IMC Consortium, IMC-D7.1-State of the Art-v1.2-final, www.imediacities.eu/results  
4 http://efilms.ushmm.org/  
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This ‘Archive questionnaire’ asked the archival partners to list: 

1) What is the gauge of the original film? 
2) What is the framerate of the original film and the framerate of its digitized copy?  
3) Are the digital films progressive or non-progressive scans? If an archive was not able to provide 

the answer to the last question, they were asked to list the resolution for these films.  

Based upon the answers of the questionnaire, the technical project partners created a list of technical 

requirements for the different content types. This list details which digital formats, CODECS, resolutions 

and containers, need to apply to the content items that will be ingested into the project. At the beginning 

of M10, the list was send to all FHI partners, who were asked to make sure that their selection of content 

items adheres to the listed requirements. If for any reason, any of the archives was not able to provide 

their content in any of the required containers or formats, they were asked to notify the WP Leader of 

this issue so that a suitable solution could be found for each individual case by the technical partners.  

4.1.1. Technical Requirements for Films 

 
 Containers:  

 
o MPEG-4: *.mp4 
o MPEG-2 TS: *.ts 

o MPEG-2 PS: *.mpg, *.mpeg 

o Matroska: *.mkv 

 

Due to security reasons attached to the container Quicktime (*.mov), the technical project 

partners will not allow films in this container.  Partners are asked to deliver all films in one 

of the other containers.  

 

 Audio CODEC:  
 

o MPEG-2 audio: AAC 
o MPEG-1 audio, layer 2 (mp2) 

o MPEG-1 audio, layer 3 (mp3) 

o uncompressed: LPCM 16bit (*.wav) 

 

 Video CODEC:  
 

o MPEG-4 video (h.264/AVC) 
o MPEG-2 video (double data rates compare to AVC) 

(Progressive scanning preferred, but non-progressive scanning is not a problem) 

 Data rates (recommendations for a good overall quality): 
 

o SD video, 576i: 1,5-3 Mbit/s 

o HD video, 720p: 3-6 Mbit/s 

o HD video, 1080i: 6-12 Mbit/s 

o HD video, 1080p: 8-16 Mbit/s 
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o Audio: 96-192 kbit/s for stereo 

 

 Subtitles: 

 

Subtitles can be delivered into the project both as separate files (usually SRT-files) or embedded 

in the digital copy.  

 

The technical partners also communicated their preferred format and CODECs amongst all of these 

as a suggestion for the FHI-partners: 

 

 Container: MPEG-4: *.mp4 

 Audio CODEC: MPEG-2 audio: AAC 

 Video CODEC: MPEG-4 video (h.264/AVC) 

 Subtitles: Separate files (SRT-files, etc.) 

 

4.1.2. Technical Requirements for Photographs 

 

 Container: tiff, png or jpeg (In the highest resolution the FHI partner has available have 
available) 

 

4.1.3. Technical Requirements for Text-files 

 
 Container: pdf, word, jpeg  

 

4.2. Technical preparation at the level of the project 

 
While preparing the technical requirements list for the archive level, project partner OFM notified the 

technical partners and the Coordinator of a bit-rate issue they encountered during the Ephemeral Films 

project, which might also cause some potential issues for this project.   

When watching a video linearly, the codec can cause long time distances between key-frames or Intra-

frames (I = I-frame), because this results in a better quality / compression ratio.  

 

An example would look like this: 

 

I-P-P-B-B-B-B-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-I 

 

All P (predicted) and B (bi-directional) frames can be stored as difference images to the I-frames while 

only for the I-frames the full frame is compressed. 

 

Yet with those long GOPs (group of pictures) problems might occur when a user wants to "jump" on the 

video time line (random access, blue arrow below). When a user jumps right in between two intra-frames 
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the decoder needs to sync to the previous or next intra frame which takes more time and mostly results 

in video distortions. 

 

I-P-P-B-B-B-B-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-P-B-P-P-P-I 

 

 

Since it is highly likely that I-Media-Cities will have a lot of random access and also uses web streaming, 

it is recommended to limit the maximum GOP size between two key-frames. The alternative of turning 

every frame into a key-frame would be ideal but that significantly blows up the video size, without 

increasing the image quality. It will even have a negative effect on the image quality if the bit-rate is 

reduced at the same time.  

 

The partners therefore decided to limit the maximum distance (GOP) between key-frames/I-frames to 

1s (25 frames, @25fps).  

 

Since the file-size, which is influenced by the bitrate and the resolution, can have implications towards 

the optimal functioning of the automatic analysis tools, the streaming solution and other technical 

developments foreseen for the software, the technical partners decided on a "transcoding on upload" 

scenario, which would ensure that any uploaded video is treated the same way within the system and 

will not hinder the system’s functioning.      

 

Technical leader CINECA decided to transcode towards the preferred format and CODEC (see chapter 

2.1) during upload to harmonize the content for optimal research use. All FHI-partners were 

recommended to upload their films in the preferred requirements, to avoid possible loss of image quality, 

because of further necessary transcoding.  

 

4.3. Content Upload 

 
Once the technical requirements for content preparation were generated and communicated, the 

Coordinator and the technical partner CINECA defined a workflow and timing for the upload of the 

content. By applying the information of the relevant Use Cases dealing with upload of content defined in 

D2.25, CINECA has developed a first version of the upload functionality. This solution would enable FHI-

partners to start ingesting content items into the project content repository, first for the interim 

enrichment solution, later on for the project e-environments (See D4.16). As ingestion of Content and 

Metadata will be performed separate from each other, upload of the content does not have to wait for 

preparation of the metadata to be completed.  

To ensure that the content item and its metadata will be correctly linked in the system and its 

repositories, FHI-Partners are expected to name the content item file, using the following method:  

 

                                                             
5 IMC Consortium, D2.2-User requirements-Analysis of business and system requirements-final, www.imediacities.eu 
(Restricted access)  
6 IMC Consortium, D4.1-Content Selection and plan for Content Enrichment-v1.4-final, www.imediacities.eu/results  
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The FHI project acronym_the FHI content ID (this is the Content item ID in the local FHI’s database).  

For example: CRB_1234.mp4 

 

If an FHI partner is not able to (re)name its item-files, the Coordinator asked to be notified whether the 

current local filenames contain an identifier that can connect the content item to its corresponding 

metadata, which would also contain an element with this identifier as value. If none of these are the case, 

the FHI, the Coordinator and the technical partners will devise a personalized way to connect the content 

item to the corresponding metadata. The FHI partner will be asked to provide examples of the filenames 

it currently uses, to determine whether a connection through non-numerical identifiers or another 

alternative might be necessary. 

 

4.3.1. Upload Workflow 

 

 

To optimize the upload workflow and provide several options, it was decided that it will be possible 

to perform upload using one of the following methods: 

 

1) Web uploader 

2) Ftp server (Web uploaders have some limitations and a fully asynchronous operation can 

be difficult to achieve. The addition of an FTP server as alternate to the web upload can 

overcome this issue). 

3) For initial ingest only, a hard disk containing content items. 

The IMC upload functionality has been designed to allow for a maximum of flexibility for project 

partners and has the following features: 

 Individual login for every authorized user of an FHI partner 

 Once login has happened, the user accesses his/her personal upload form, where he can 

choose to upload via ftp or web uploader 

 Users can upload one item or a folder of items 

 The user selects the content item or the folder from his local server and upload it from 

there. The system gives him the option to search in local files on his/her server to find 

the item or the folder.  

 

Once a content item is uploaded, separately or as part of a folder, it appears in a so-called ‘upload 

folder’, which is a list with details on all uploaded content items. An FHI-user can always access the 

upload folder for his/her institution and filter it by: 

 

 name 

 type (image, film, text) 

 date (upload date expressed in date + time in hh.mm.ss) 

 content proprietary ID and name 

 by size 

 by user that uploaded the content. 
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It will also be possible to delete one or a selection of content items from the upload folder.  

 

An FHI-user cannot upload metadata without having first imported the related content item, which 

means that when a set of metadata is imported (See chapter 3), the related content item must be 

available in the upload folder. 

 

By design, the upload functionality allows for a continuous upload during and after the project’s 

lifetime, which means that partners do not have to upload all their content items at one time.  

4.3.2. Content Upload Planning 
 

To plan the entire upload during the project lifetime, the following deliverables and elements have 

been analyzed: 

 Enrichment Planning of D4.17. 

 Use Cases as described in D2.1 and D2.28. 

 Project Content Lists. These lists represent the initial project content every FHI partner is 

planning to upload into the project. They were created based upon the partner discussions 

during the Management Committee in Barcelona (Nov. 2016) and the methodology of 

content selection detailed in D4.19. These lists are stored in the IMC-files on the project’s 

dedicated workspace on B2DROP10 and will be used by the WP Leaders and the project 

partners as reference lists for the project upload schedules. 

 Time needed for Content preparation before upload. This was based upon partner feedback 

to understand how much preparation time every partner needed to ensure the upload of the 

content in the desired technical requirements. 

 Planning of Deliverables and Milestones of Grant Agreement11. 

Taking the analysis results of all these into account, CINECA build a first version of the project’s 

upload functionality, which was ready for testing in March 2017 and operational for upload beginning 

of April 2017.  

After analysis of the project goals and the enrichment phases, the Coordinator decided to establish 

three upload cycles. The primary upload cycle (upload done before 31/07/2017), which involves all 

content items that need to be uploaded for enrichment phase 2 (based upon partner’s decision and 

researcher preferences), which starts at M18 and ends at M24.  

                                                             
7 IMC Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Content selection and plan for Content enrichment-v1.4-final, 
https://imediacities.eu/results/  
8 IMC Consortium, IMC-D2.1- User requirements-v1.2-final and D2.2-User requirements-analysis of business and 
system requirements-final, www.imediacities.eu (Both are restricted in access) 
9 IMC Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Content Selection and plan for Content enrichment-v1.4-final, 
www.imediacities.eu/results  
10 https://b2drop.eudat.eu/login  
11 IMC Consortium, IMC-Grant Agreement, www.imediacities.eu (Restricted Access) 
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In accordance with Milestone 4, the second upload cycle (upload done before M24) will make sure 

that at least 40% of all content items present on all FHI project content lists will be uploaded into the 

project repository. The third and final upload cycle will run from M24 through to the end of the 

project lifetime. It is to ensure that all items, presented on the project content lists are ingested into 

the system. As continuous upload is a possibility, partners who choose to upload all the titles on their 

initial project content list can at once, are able to do so. Furthermore, any project partner can upload 

items not yet present on their initial project content list at any time to the IMC repository.  

Based upon all the elements listed above, the following upload planning was generated: 

Start 

Period 
End Period Action Required 

Partners 

involved 
Details 

01/03/2017 10/07/2017 Preparation 

content primary 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

Transcoding on local FHI level of 

content to target requirements 

01/03/2017 10/04/2017 Testing Upload 

functionality and 

login creation for 

FHI partners 

CINECA 

with the 

assistance 

of CRB 

CINECA tests the upload 

functionalities with the example 

films from every archive, which 

were provided at the start of the 

project and generates one account 

for every key person from every FHI 

archive and communicates it to the 

relevant people 

10/04/2017 31/07/2017 Primary content 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

All FHI partners upload their 

prepared content items and 

perform a check on their upload 

status. CIN is on hand for support 

01/08/2017 27/02/2018 Preparation 

content second 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

Transcoding on local FHI level of 

content to target requirements. In 

connection with Milestone 4, all FHI 

partners must make sure that a 

minimum of 40% of the content on 

their Project content List is prepared 

and ready for upload 

01/08/2017 31/03/2018 Second content 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

All partners upload their prepared 

content items. In connection with 

Milestone 4, all FHI partners must 

make sure that a minimum of 40% of 

the content on their Project content 

list is uploaded.  
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01/04/2018 31/01/2019 Preparation 

content final 

upload(s) 

All FHI 

partners 

Transcoding on local FHI level of 

content to target requirements. In 

connection with Milestone 3, all FHI 

partners must make sure that at 

least all of the content on their 

Project content list is prepared and 

ready for upload 

01/04/2018 27/02/2019 Final content 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

All partners upload their prepared 

content items. In connection with 

Milestone 3, all FHI partners must 

make sure that at least all of the 

content on their Project content list 

is uploaded. 

 

5. Metadata processing and upload 
 

Metadata belonging to any digital item in I-Media-Cities (IMC) can have different sources: 

 Metadata coming from the archive. This metadata is already present in the local database of the archive. 

 Metadata coming from the automatic annotation tools and from researchers by using the project tools 
provided.  

 Metadata that stores information on access rights, which will be automatically generated by the project, 
based upon the information of the IMC content access licenses, generated specifically for this project.  

As with the content, the metadata already present in the local database of the FHI partners, needs some 

preparation before it can be uploaded into the project repository to ensure that researchers can optimally 

perform their research tasks once the system is ready for use.  This mostly involves cleaning up the data 

already present or adding missing data by applying structured schemas, to make sure the values are 

harmonized.  

The following chapters will detail all relevant metadata elements, their potential processing requirements, 

as well as the formats that might apply to them. After describing these elements, further chapters will delve 

deeper into the vocabularies applicable to the metadata coming from the archives and the upload workflow 

and schedule to enable ingest will be detailed and listed. Lastly, a chapter will describe the IMC content 

access license and the project’s approach to access rights and the corresponding metadata. 

5.1. Preparing metadata on local level at the archives 
 

Once the first versions of the relevant IMC repositories are ready (content repository M11 and metadata 

repository M18), the digital content items and their corresponding metadata can be delivered to the 

relevant repositories by the contributing archives. Similar to the processing guidelines for content items, 
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this chapter will delve into the preparation required for the metadata, before it can delivered from the 

archive database to the project. In order to make sure the quality of this data is of the highest possible 

standard, the project will require archives to enrich and/or clean certain database fields/elements in 

their local database before exporting it. This is known as the first enrichment phase of the project and it 

was described and detailed in D4.112. 

Coordinator CRB and the WP Leader on metadata DIF constructed preparation guidelines to provide 

partners with more details on this first enrichment phase. Aim of this document (See Annex I IMC 

metadata Preparation Guidelines, version 1) is to inform all participating FHI archives on the types of 

information for films, photos, texts and persons that can be stored by IMC and how to prepare each of 

these elements for upload.  

The document therefore provided an overview of all metadata elements for the different content types 

(video, image, text) and their agents, and assigned each element one of the following necessity statuses, 

which were chosen in function of the system’s functionalities and the research objectives: 

 Mandatory: The FHI partner needs to make sure these elements ALWAYS come with a value in 
their database export. 

 Recommended: The FHI partner should provide a value for these, only if a value is present or can 
be enriched in the local database. Provision is not obligatory, but highly recommended. 

 Secondary: The values for these elements can either be automatically generated by the IMC 
project or can be delivered by the FHI partner. Delivery of values for the elements that do not 
receive an automatic value from the IMC system, is optional for FHI partners, but greatly 
appreciated.   

Irrespective of the above mentioned labels, CRB and DIF will encourage the metadata providing FHI 

partners to export metadata records that are as rich as possible, as it will help improve the user 

experience of the IMC platform.   

The preparation guidelines also include information on the controlled vocabularies (See D6.113) that will 

be applied by IMC. Vocabularies marked as mandatory need to be applied in the archives’ local catalogues 

for the content items they are going to deliver to the project. Vocabularies not marked mandatory may, 

but do not have to be applied by the FHI partners. Partners are encouraged to apply as many IMC 

controlled vocabularies on local level as possible. Most mandatory vocabularies were constructed based 

upon previous experience with other projects, such as EFG14 and FORWARD15, and are already applied by 

most if not all film archives.  

See Annex I for the IMC Metadata Preparation Guidelines, v1 

The processing workflow that archives need to carry out for their metadata is the following: 

1. Analyze which data elements can be ingested into the IMC database. 
2. Analyze the used controlled vocabularies for the different elements. 

                                                             
12 IMC Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Content selection and plan for Content enrichment-v1.4-final, 
www.imediacities.eu/results  
13 IMC Consortium, IMC-D6.1-Content metadata subsets selection and analysis of metadata schemas and 
vocabularies-v1.10-final, www.imediacities.eu/results  
14 http://efgproject.eu/  
15 http://project-forward.eu 
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3. Clean and enrich the metadata elements, especially the mandatory and recommended ones. This 
includes applying the mandatory controlled vocabularies in the local database. 

4. Prepare the data export according to export option and guidelines. 

5.2. Metadata elements per content type 
 

The preparation guidelines added an overview of all mandatory and recommended elements that needed 

to be looked at to prepare the data for ingest in the project database. Secondary elements were not 

listed in the preparatory guidelines, since delivery of these elements is purely optional. However, 

alongside the guidelines, a complete overview of the entire IMC metadata model for data coming from 

the archives was send to the FHI partners. That way, they could get a sense of all the information that 

could be ingested by the project. Mandatory and recommended elements were color-coded in this 

model, to provide a clear overview to the partners which other ‘secondary’ elements were also possible 

for data-export.  

See Annex II for the IMC Metadata Model - FHI data document 

The next chapters contain all mandatory and recommended elements for each content item type. They 

are listed with several columns of information. Next to the name and description of the element, its 

cardinality (is element mandatory or not) was listed as well as any information on applicable controlled 

vocabularies. Cardinality is expressed by the following codes: 

 0..1 = an element is optional, maximally one occurrence  

 0..n = optional, repetition of element is allowed (more than one occurrence) 

 1 = mandatory, maximally one occurrence 

 1..n = mandatory, repetition of element is allowed 
 

Cardinality was established during the creation of the metadata model, when both DIF and CRB 

considered available data at the local level and the preparation activities foreseen for this deliverable. 

5.2.1. IMC Metadata Elements for Film Items 
 

Mandatory elements 

Data field Description Cardinality Controlled 

vocabularies 

Use of 

controlled 

vocabulary is 

obligatory 

Local film 

work ID 

The identifier of the 

audiovisual item in the local 

database. 

1 - - 
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Title Title of the film, the series, 

etc. 

1..n - - 

Production 

Year 

The year in which the film was 

produced. 

1..n IMC:YearFormat Yes 

Content 

Description 

A synopsis, shot list, review, 

etc. that describes what the 

film is about. If you provide 

content descriptions in several 

languages or provide several 

kinds of content descriptions, 

please provide them in 

separate elements. 

1..n - - 

Rights 

Status 

Copyright status of the film 1 IMC:RightsStatus  Yes 

 

Recommended elements 

Data field Description Cardinality Controlled 

vocabularies used 

in IMC 

Use of 

controlled 

vocabulary is 

obligatory 

Title 

Language 

The language of the 

respective title. Please add 

the language for each title 

you are providing. 

0..1  IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

 

Yes 

Title Type The relationship between the 

title and the film work to 

which it is assigned, e.g. 

“Original title”, Distribution 

title”, “Other title”, etc. 

Please provide for each title 

you are providing. 

0..1  IMC:TitleType 

 

No 

Description 

language 

The language of the content 

description. If the FHI partner 

0..1  IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 
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wants to provide descriptions 

in different languages, they 

are required to do so in 

different elements and 

indicate language for each 

description. 

Description 

Type 

A keyword denoting the type 

of description (e.g. 

“Synopsis”, Shot list”, 

“Review”, etc.) 

0..1 IMC:DescriptionType No 

Category Information on the type of 

film. (e.g. “Documentary 

film”, “Amateur film”, 

“Fiction film”, etc.) 

0..1 IMC:Form 

 

No 

Keyword A set of terms describing the 

film. 

0..n - - 

Keyword 

Language 

The language of the 

keywords. Please provide 

keywords in different 

languages in different 

elements. 

0..1 - - 

Production 

Country 

The country in which the film 

was produced. 

0..n IMC:ISO 3166-

1CountryCS 

IMC:XPZZ44-

002CountryCS 

(historic countries) 

 

No for both 

Gauge The film of the analogue 

carrier. Should include value 

and unit. (e.g. “35 mm”, “1/2 

inch”, etc.) 

0..1 IMC:Gauge 

 

Yes 
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Aspect 

Ratio 

The ratio between the width 

and the height of the image. 

(e.g.1:1,33) 

0..1 IMC:AspectRatio Yes 

Sound Information on whether the 

film has sound or not. Can 

also include information on 

sound system used. 

0..1 IMC:Sound No 

Colour Information on whether the 

film has colour or not.  

0..1 IMC:Colour No 

Duration Duration of the digital version 

of the video. 

0..1 IMC:DurationFormat Yes 

Language The language the film is in. 0..n IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Language 

Usage 

This indicates the relationship 

between the language and 

the manifestation. (e.g. 

“spoken language”, 

“Subtitles”, “voice-over 

commentary”, etc.) 

0..1 IMC:LanguageUsage 

 

No 

Rights 

Holder 

Name of the copyright 

holder. 

0..n - - 

Rights 

Holder URL 

URL of the rights holder’s 

website. 

0..n - - 

Collection Name of the collection the 

film is part of. 

0..1 - - 

Related 

Agents 

Name 

Names of cast & crew, incl. 

production company. 

0..n - - 

Related 

Agents 

Type  

Information whether the 

agent is a person, group or 

company. Indicate for each 

agent. 

1 - - 
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Related 

Agent 

Activity 

Function of the agent in 

relation to the film (e.g. 

“Director”, “Director of 

cinematography”, Production 

company”, etc.) 

1..n IMC:TypeOfActivity No 

IsShownBy A link pointing to the digital 

file if it is made available 

online by your institution. As 

all objects will be stored on 

the IMC platform, this link 

can be generated and added 

automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if the film 

is publicly available on 

another platform as well, 

please add the link to the 

digital file in your data 

export. 

1..n - - 

IsShownAt A link to the digital file if it is 

presented on a website run 

by your institution. As all 

objects will be stored on the 

IMC platform, this link can be 

generated and added 

automatically by the IMC 

system. . However, if the film 

is publicly available on 

another platform as well, 

please add the link to the 

web page where the digital 

file can be viewed in your 

data export. 

1..n - - 
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5.2.2. IMC Metadata Elements for Images 
 

Mandatory elements 

Data field Description Cardinality Controlled 

vocabularies 

Use of 

controlled 

vocabulary is 

obligatory 

Local object 

ID 

The local identifier of the 

image. 

1 - - 

Title The title of the image. 1..n - - 

     

Date 

Created 

Date the image was created. 1..n IMC:YearFormat Yes 

Document 

type 

Information on the type of 

image. (“Film still”, 

“Drawing”, “Photo”, Glass 

negative”, etc. 

1 IMC:SpecificType No 

Rights 

status 

Rights status of the image. 1 IMC:RightsStatus Yes 

 

Recommended elements 

Data field Description Cardinality Controlled 

vocabularies 

Use of 

controlled 

vocabulary is 

obligatory 

Title 

Language 

Language of the title 

(indicated for each title) 

0..1 IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Title Type The type of relationship 

between the title and the 

0..1 IMC:NonAVTitleType No 
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image (e.g. “Main title”, 

“Translated title”, etc.) 

Description Description of what the 

image depicts or other 

relevant information on the 

image. 

0..n - - 

Description 

Language 

Language of the description. 

Please provide descriptions 

in different languages in 

different elements and 

indicate language for each 

description. 

0..1 IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Description 

Type 

Type of description  0..1 - - 

Keywords A set of terms describing 

what the image depicts. 

0..n - - 

Keywords 

Language 

The language of the 

keywords. Please provide 

keywords in different 

languages in different 

elements. 

0..1 IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Colour Information on whether the 

image is in colour or not 

1 IMC created Value 

list 

No 

Rights 

Holder 

Name of the Rights holder of 

the image. 

0..n - - 

Rights 

Holder URL 

URL to the rights holder 

website 

0..n - - 

Collection Title of collection the image 

is part of 

0..n - - 

Related 

Agent 

Creator of the image or 

person(s) depicted 

0..n - - 
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Related 

Agent Type 

Information whether the 

agent is a person, group or 

company. Indicate for each 

agent. 

1 - - 

Related 

Agent 

Activity 

The function or relationship 

of the agent related to the 

image. (e.g. “Creator”, 

“Depicted”, etc) 

1..n IMC:TypeOfActivity No 

IsShownBy A link pointing to the digital 

file if it is made available 

online by your institution. As 

all objects will be stored on 

the IMC platform, this link 

can be generated and added 

automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do 

present the digital item in 

another context as well, 

please add the link in your 

data export. 

1..n - - 

IsShownAt A link to the digital file if it is 

presented on a website run 

by your institution. As all 

objects will be stored on the 

IMC platform, this link can 

be generated and added 

automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do 

present the digital item in 

another context as well, 

please add the link in your 

data export. 

1..n - - 
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5.2.3. Elements for Text Items 
 

Mandatory elements 

Data field Description Cardinality Controlled 

vocabularies 

Use of 

controlled 

vocabulary is 

obligatory 

Local object 

ID 

The local identifier of the 

text document. 

1 - - 

Title The title of the text 

document. 

1..n - - 

     

Date 

Created 

Date the text was created. 1..n IMC:YearFormat Yes 

Document 

type 

Information on the type of 

text (“Article”, “Journal”, 

“Advertisement”, etc. 

1 IMC:SpecificType No 

Language Language the text is written 

in. 

1..n IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

 

Yes 

Rights 

status 

Rights status of the text 

document 

1 IMC:RightsStatus Yes 

 

Recommended elements 

Data field Description Cardinality Controlled 

vocabularies 

Use of 

controlled 

vocabulary is 

obligatory 

Description Description of what the text 

document is about. If you 

provide descriptions in more 

0..n - - 
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than one language or of 

more than one type, please 

also provide the language 

and/or type for each 

description text. 

Keywords A set of terms describing 

what the text object is 

about. 

0..n - - 

Keywords 

Language 

The language of the 

keywords. Please provide 

keywords in different 

languages in different 

elements. 

0..1 IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Rights 

Holder 

Name of the Rights holder of 

the text object. 

0..n - - 

Rights 

Holder URL 

URL to the rights holder 

website. 

0..n - - 

Collection Title of collection the text 

object is part of. 

0..1 - - 

Related 

Agent 

Creator of the text or 

person(s) mentioned in it. 

0..n - - 

Related 

Agent 

Activity 

The function or relationship 

of the agent related to the 

text (e.g. “Creator”, “”, etc) 

0..n IMC:TypeOfActivity No 

IsShownBy A link pointing to the digital 

file if it is made available 

online by your institution. As 

all objects will be stored on 

the IMC platform, this link 

can be generated and added 

automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do 

present the digital item in 

another context as well, 

1..n - - 
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please add the link to your 

data export. 

IsShownAt A link to the digital file if it is 

presented on a website run 

by your institution. As all 

objects will be stored on the 

IMC platform, this link can 

be generated and added 

automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do 

present the digital item in 

another context as well, 

please add the link to your 

data export. 

1..n - - 

Title 

Language 

Language of the title 

(indicated for each title) 

0..1 IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Title Type The type of relationship 

between the title and the 

text document (e.g. “Main 

title”, “Translated title”, etc.) 

0..1 IMC:NonAVTitleType No 

Description 

Language 

Language of the description. 0..1 IMC:ISO 639-

1LanguageCS 

Yes 

Description 

Type 

Type of description  0..1 IMC:DescriptionType No 

 

5.3. IMC controlled vocabularies for metadata from archives 
 

As described in the previous chapters and in D6.116, the IMC metadata model applies several controlled 

vocabularies for different elements. These controlled vocabularies are used to harmonize the heterogeneous 

and multilingual values coming from several source databases in order to display them coherently on the IMC 

platform. To help the FHI partners with the preparation of their metadata for upload, Metadata WP Leader 

DIF created a document listing all mentioned vocabularies and provided an overview of all values that apply 

to each vocabulary. The vocabularies to be applied in IMC are mainly taken from the controlled vocabularies 

                                                             
16 IMC Consortium, IMC-D6.1-Content metadata subsets selection and analysis of metadata schemas and 
vocabularies-v1.10-final, www.imediacities.eu/results 
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created within the European Film gateway (EFG) project (2008-2011)17. Whenever possible, EFG applied 

standards from the audiovisual, library and film sector for the vocabulary lists. For instance, vocabulary 

recommendations from the CEN EN1590718 standard for cinematographic works were followed and the FIAF 

cataloguing rules19 applied where relevant. By managing the European Film Gateway (EFG), DIF has a good 

understanding of the vocabularies that are currently applied in the local databases of the different FHI 

partners, which allowed IMC to adopt the same vocabularies for many of the elements. This would enable a 

majority of the FHI partners to easily apply the vocabularies in their local database. Vocabulary lists defined 

directly by EFG, based upon partners’ local values, will be re-used, sometimes in a slightly adapted way, in 

IMC. 

Coordinator CRB and WP Leader DIF decided to only make certain vocabularies mandatory to be applied in 

the local database. This concerns mostly those database elements that are known to include values that can 

be difficult to match automatically to IMC vocabularies. Also, many of them refer to specific information that 

is necessary for the access control functionalities, data visualization and navigation of the system.  

See Annex III for IMC Vocabularies - Metadata coming from the Archives 

5.4. Access control metadata 
 

The Access Control functionality of IMC uses the information stored in specific metadata elements for each 

record to determine which type of user has permission to view and annotate the actual item.  

Since this is a complex legal issue with implications towards technical development, and in coherence with 

IPR rules presented in D1.1 Quality Assurance, Risk management and IPR20, the Coordinator constructed an 

initial Access Control questionnaire to receive more insight into the preferences of all FHI partners regarding 

preferences for the project of access to their content items. In this questionnaire, FHI partners were asked to 

provide information on which type of user (with a valid registration/ without a valid registration) was allowed 

to perform what types of actions (view, download, …) on content that was either copyright protected, 

orphaned21 or in public domain. The questionnaire also required answers about potential applicable licenses 

or contracts, attached to all or certain content items, and whether the content in public domain could be 

shared through social media.  

After analyzing the consolidated answers provided by the partners, CRB noticed a multitude of preference 

variations, not only between archives, but also within every single archive. To enable all these variations within 

IMC and in concurrence with the IPR managing rules stipulated in D1.1, CRB and CINECA decided to generate 

an ‘IMC Usage License’ for all current and future data providers of the system. For the current project partners, 

it is to be considered as an appendix of the written agreement on background, which was attached to the 

Consortium Agreement. This license will be signed by representatives of every individual archive and details 

what actions the users of the system are allowed to perform on content items. This usage is based upon the 

latter’s rights status, applicable contracts and/or licenses or internal decisions of the data provider. By signing 

the ‘IMC Usage License’, every data and content providing agent can list general usage rules applicable to all 

                                                             
17 http://efgproject.eu/ 
18 http://filmstandards .org/fsc/index.php/EN_15907  
19 http://tinyurl.com/hk4g93m  
20 IMC Consortium, D1.1-Quality Assurance, Risk Management and IPR-v1.4-final, www.imediacities.eu/results 
21 An orphan work is a copyright protected work for which rightsholders are positively indeterminate or 
uncontactable, see FORWARD EU founded project, http://project-forward.eu  
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their content items (e.g. download is not allowed for any content item) as well as rules that might apply to 

specific content items, based, for instance, on licensing or contract rules. The Consortium will make sure that 

every license will provide clear details on the applicable rules for every content item ingested in the system.  

A copy of the individual signed IMC Usage Licenses will be stored on a server at CRB for the duration of the 

project. After the end of the project lifetime, these copies should be transferred to the legal entity tasked with 

managing I-Media-Cities, following IPR rules foreseen in the Grant and Consortium Agreements. The IMC Data 

and Content Providers Manual, added to a designated area on the project portal, will contain a section on this 

License and will explain that data providers are required to fill out and sign a copy before they can start 

working with the project. This will also make clear that the ultimate responsibility for the legal use of the 

content ingested into IMC, remains with the source that contributed the content. A template of the license 

will be available on request from the managing entity, for new data and content providers, currently not 

attached to the project.  

On the level of metadata, an element on ‘usage’ (Item.Usage) will be added to the IMC metadata model, which 

would allow both the default settings of the usage rules as well as individual variations for specific content 

items to be managed by the system.  The model already contained metadata elements that listed the rights 

status for a content record. By adding an element that lists terms of usage will allow for any number of 

variations. The values for this element will come from a controlled vocabulary created by the IMC partners 

and will receive a default setting, based upon the metadata values of the rights status element. The following 

controlled vocabulary applies to the element Usage: 

Vocabulary Value name Vocabulary Value description 

Open All types of users can access the content item and perform all actions 

allowed by the system  

Restricted Only users with an authorized account can access the content item and 

perform all actions allowed by the system 

Viewing All types of users can access the content item, but they are only allowed to 

view the content item 

Open No Download All types of users can access the content item and perform all actions 

allowed by the system, except ‘downloading’ the item 

Restricted No Download Only users with an authorized account can access the content item and 

perform all actions allowed by the system, except ‘downloading’ the item 

 

Example: 

FHI Partner CRB has indicated in the IMC Usage License that all Content Items with the rights status ‘In copyright’ can only be 

accessed by users with an authorized account and login credentials to the e-environment for researchers. All content items ‘in 

copyright’ (rights status metadata vocabulary) will receive the default setting ‘Restricted’ as the value for the element 

‘Item.Usage’. 

However, for Content Item X, a contract was signed with the rights holder that allows for any type of user to be able to access 

and annotate this item. Even users without an authorized account, who are subsequently not logged in. For this item, CRB can 

change the default setting for ‘Item.Usage’ to ‘Open’ 
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In addition to the ‘Item.Usage’ element, new elements were added that provided information on the license 

itself, the agents involved and whether a copy of the license can be accessed or viewed: 

Metadata element Element description 

Item.Licence Status: wrapper element. A reference to the license that applies to the 
digital item. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes 
listed hereunder. Modelled after FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual 
(web version, p. 200). 

Item.Licence.StartDate Status: element. This indicates the starting date of the license range 
period. 

Item.Licence.EndDate Status: element. This indicates the end date of the license range period. 

Item.Licence.Filename Status: element. This indicates the filename of an electronic version of any 
agreement pertaining to the manifestation's licence, or where possible a 
link to the file in a persistent, available directory within the organisation's 
infrastructure can be found. 

Item.Licence.Logo Status: element. This indicates a possible graphic representation 
pertaining to the manifestation's licence, or where possible a link to the 
file in a persistent, available directory within the organisation's 
infrastructure. 

Item.LicenceRights.Relationship Status: element. This indicates the documented relationship to rights. 

Item.LicenceRights.Licensee Status: element. Licensee organisation's or individual's name, with contact 
details if required. 

Item.LicenceRights.Licenser Status: element. Licenser granting organisation or individual's name, with 
contact details if required. 

 

As a result of all this, every FHI partner will be asked to complete the ‘IMC Usage License’ - template and 

return a signed copy to the Coordinator. Only after the Coordinator receives a signed copy, will the FHI partner 

receive login credentials for the upload functionality of the project. Based upon the partner’s preferences, the 

system will create default settings for the metadata elements described in this chapter. For any deviating 

cases, partners are informed that they must manually change the value in the metadata record, which can be 

accessed via the upload interface.  

5.5. Contextual metadata preparation in enrichment Phase 2 
 

The metadata destined for the project not only needs to be cleaned and enriched at the local archive level, 

but it also needs to be enriched by researchers before the actual project e-environments are live. As described 

in D4.122, certain metadata information needs to be added to the content, so that the platform and the 

content is optimally prepared to be used by the different target groups, and specifically for the actual research 

work to be performed on the content. By enriching contextual metadata in an interim solution, the size and 

depth of the added information will enable the project to present all content items in the different ways 

foreseen in the project proposal, i.e. on a dynamic timeline/map, based upon thematic queries, keyword 

oriented, etc. Since enrichment phase 2 must be seen as the start for the research work on the content, the 

metadata elements that need to be enriched during this phase will be focused on specific descriptive 

                                                             
22 IMC Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Content Selection and plan for Content Enrichment-v1.4-final, 
www.imediacities.eu/results   
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metadata information. The specific elements that can be enriched, have been chosen because of the context 

information they add to the project, the visualization efforts needed to reach the project goals and the 

technological level of the interim solution, that needs to be developed in order to perform enrichment phase 

2. It was therefore decided to allow enrichment for the elements listed below and to add a controlled 

vocabulary to each of these elements. This would harmonize the contextualization of the content, keep the 

technological development of the interim solution manageable and make sure that researchers have a clear 

understanding of the enrichment efforts needed.  

Metadata Element name Element description 

Action depicted/described Controlled vocabulary. Indicated the action 

undertaken by the person(s) depicted. 

Geolocation coordinates No controlled vocabulary. Indicating the 

geographical coordinates of any part of the city that 

is depicted.  

Monuments / Landmarks / Famous buildings No controlled vocabulary. Indicating any landmarks, 

monuments or famous buildings that can be 

identified by name depicted in a shot.  

Person(s) depicted No controlled vocabulary. Indicating any person 

that can be identified depicted in a shot. 

Person(s) number Controlled vocabulary. Indicating the number of 

people depicted in a shot. 

Person gender Controlled vocabulary. Indicating what the gender is 

of the persons depicted in a shot.  

Shot type Controlled vocabulary. Indicating which typology 

the chosen shot has.  

Urban elements: space type Controlled vocabulary. Indicating what type of 

urban element is depicted. 

Urban elements: space usage Controlled vocabulary. Indicating how the depicted 

urban element is used in the shot. 

Event(s) depicted No controlled vocabulary. Indicating an event that is 

depicted in the shot. This event can be general (e.g. 

war) or specific ‘e.g. World War II) 

Title translated in English No controlled vocabulary. Element needs 

enrichment to make sure researchers from all 

countries understand the titles of the content 

Short summary in English No controlled vocabulary. Element needs 

enrichment to make sure users from all countries 

understand the summary for the content item. 
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Lead research partner OFM has built upon their experience with other European projects, such as the 

Ephemeral Films project23, and created the first draft of the controlled vocabularies for the relevant elements 

from this list. They provided the Coordinator CRB and the Technical lead CINECA with these first drafts in both 

German and English and based their draft on the PBCore vocabularies24 that were also used during the project 

metadata modelling activities. PBCore is a standard within the audiovisual archival world, which harmonizes 

I-Media-Cities metadata to other project applying the same standard. Part of the work for researchers during 

M13 (Start Year 2)-M18 (start of enrichment phase 2) will be to complete and translate the draft vocabularies 

in all project languages..     

During Year 2 of the project (M13-M23), the research and FHI partners will furthermore be involved in adding 

general contextual information on the history of their chosen city to the platform. Concretely, this means that 

partners will be asked which historical information should be added to the interface for their website to 

provide necessary contextual information. This information will also be used for the City portals, who will 

centralize and present relevant information on every city via a special visual interface, developed for the 

project (See Use Case 55, D2.225).  

5.6. Metadata Upload 
  

Similar to chapter 2.3.2, detailing the upload of content items, this chapter will provide information on 

both the planned workflows for uploading prepared metadata, uploading enrichment metadata of 

enrichment phase 2 and the entire upload schedule. Upload of metadata coming from the archives is 

more complex than the upload of content items, since the Coordinator and the technical teams at CINECA 

and DIF have opted for several possible metadata transfer methods, each with their own workflow. The 

following chapters will list these possible methods and workflows and will provide details on each of 

them. The upload schedule as such will not be influenced by the option chosen by an FHI partner, even 

if the workflow requires a different approach. The same deadlines apply to all upload methods.  

In I-Media-Cities, metadata coming from the archives can be uploaded using three distinct methods: 

1. Upload via XML file via IMC upload tool  
2. Upload via EFG project. EFG then exports XML file to IMC web form 
3. Upload via Excel file via IMC upload tool 

Each of these methods has a specific workflow attached, which will be detailed in the following chapters. 

All upload possibilities and the upload planning have been communicated to the FHI project partners via 

the IMC metadata preparation guidelines (Annex I).  

The metadata enriched during the interim solution will be uploaded through a separate method. The 

interim solution was specifically designed to start at M18, since that coincides with Milestone 6: launch 

of the first version of the project’s metadata repository. The Coordinator made the choice to start 

enrichment phase 2 at M18, since it would allow the enriched metadata to be ingested directly into the 

                                                             
23 http://efilms.ushmm.org/ 
24 http://pbcore.org/  
25 IMC Consortium, IMC_D2.2 – User Requirements, analysis of Business and System requirements-v1.10-final, 
www.imediacities.eu. (restricted access applies to this deliverable) 
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project database. Every enrichment chosen by the partners in the interim solution will therefore be 

directly stored in the metadata repository, which avoids ingestion of external data sources and 

diminishes the complexity of the process.  

5.6.1. Archive Metadata XML upload via IMC upload tool 
 

As indicated in the Metadata questionnaire (annexed to D6.126), most archives will transfer their 

metadata via an XML-file. It is possible to upload XML-files directly to the IMC project by using a web-

form attached to the content and metadata upload tool (See Use Case 11 in D2.227). The prerequisite 

for this option is that the archives need to be able to provide their XML export in the IMC schema 

format. If partners are able to do this, the following workflow will apply: 

1. FHI partner prepares his XML-file so that it is valid against the IMC XML-schema. XML must 
be delivered to meet requirements of the IMC schema. 

2. FHI partner uploads XML-file through web-form and file is stored in temporary IMC data 
area for validation. 

3. IMC system performs a validation of XML-file structure against the IMC schema. If the file 
is valid, the system will allow the upload, if it is not valid, the system does not upload the 
file and will generate an error-message. The system will list all error-messages in an error-
message area, which can be accessed by the FHI user and the technical team. In case of 
an error-message, the FHI partner will have to adjust their XML-file for it to be valid and 
ingested.  

4. At the same time as the validation analysis is performed, the IMC system will automatically 
search the metadata to see whether each record contains a local ID corresponding to the 
ID of a content item previously uploaded to the IMC system. The system also checks 
whether the content item with this ID is present in the IMC content repository (This is the 
reason why the content item has to be uploaded before the metadata in IMC). If 
corresponding IDs between records and content item can be found, the ID validation is 
considered successful. If there is no corresponding ID, an error-message is generated and 
added to the error-message list. 

5. All valid film metadata records and their corresponding content items will be transferred 
to the relevant repositories and erased from the temporary data area. 

As soon as both the metadata record as well as the content item were uploaded to the IMC 

repositories, they are placed on an upload list with the following information:  

 FHI Content ID  

 Content file name    

 Content type 

 Upload date  

 Size, progress 

 Metadata record (link to a back office where it is possible to view the metadata record 
for that content and in case correct or enrich it). 

                                                             
26 IMC consortium, IMC-D6.1- AV Content metadata subsets and analysis of metadata schemas and vocabularies-
v1.10-final, www.imediacities.eu/results  
27 IMC Consortium, IMC-D2.2-User requirements – Analysis Business and System requirements-v1.7-final, 
www.imediacities.eu (Restricted access for this document) 
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This list is only accessible by the authorized users of the FHI. 

5.6.2. Archive metadata XML upload via European Film Gateway 
 

European Film Gateway (EFG) (www.europeanfilmgateway.eu) is a collaboration between 38 

archives from 24 European countries28. EFG is a web portal offering access to film and film-related 

treasures. It is a search engine which offers centralised access to digital collections dispersed on 

different national websites. Instead of having to visit the individual websites of the contributing 

archives, users can search through them via the EFG website and then click through to view the digital 

item on the partner’s website of choice. On a more practical level, contributing archives provide the 

EFG database with metadata on the film records they would like to showcase on the EFG portal. In 

the metadata records for a content item, archives provide EFG with a link to the item on a website 

of their choosing, where it can be viewed. If an archive does not provide this link in their metadata 

records, the metadata is still stored in the EFG database, but is not accessible to users via the EFG 

portal, nor through their search engine. Since all of the FHI partners of I-Media-Cities are archives 

that contribute to the EFG portal, they all have previous experience with uploading data to the EFG 

database.    

EFG partner archives have two options to get their metadata into the EFG database: a) they can 

manually enter the data in an online metadata form (usually used by archives that provide small 

number of records) and b) they can provide an XML export from their local database(s) that can be 

uploaded into the EFG database.  

The second option is more frequently used by EFG partner archives. In order to get the data provided 

in XML seamlessly into the EFG database, import-filters for each of the contributing archives were 

created that allow the ingestion of differently structured XML exports. During ingestion, the import 

filters map the local database fields to the respective EFG database elements and at the same time 

match local terms provided in the export to the common EFG vocabularies.  

The fact that all IMC partner archives have contributed data to EFG in the past, means that the import 

filters created in EFG can be used to get the archives’ data first into EFG and from there in a bulk 

export to IMC. This way, EFG functions as an aggregator to IMC, which profits from the metadata 

harmonization that happened during ingest into the EFG database. The workflow for upload towards 

EFG is well known and established amongst the IMC partners archives. Since EFG works with import 

filters, no specific restructuring of XML-files schemes on the archives’ side would be necessary. The 

workflow for upload the EFG XML via the IMC tool was described in the previous chapter. The only 

exception here, would be that the EFG export data is not restructured in the IMC XML-schema. 

Instead, technical partner CINECA has installed filters to ingest the EFG specific schema into the IMC 

repository. The EFG XML-schema contains a great multitude of information, which is not necessary 

for the IMC project, so filters had to be implemented.  

 

                                                             
28 Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Macedonia, 

Montenegro, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK. 
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5.6.3. Archive metadata Excel Upload via IMC web form 
 

The third accepted option of data transfer towards IMC is via Excel files. In order to help the FHI 

partners in preparing their Excel-files for upload, the IMC Coordinator and technical partner CINECA 

will create a template of an acceptable Excel upload file, based upon the IMC metadata model. This 

template will been communicated to those partners choosing to perform an upload via Excel-files. It 

will also be attached to the IMC Manual for content and metadata preparation and upload, which 

will be published on a clearly marked designated space on the IMC portal, before M15.  

The workflow for upload via Excel file is straightforward: 

1. FHI partner prepares Excel file for import into IMC project by using form and structure of 
template. 

2. FHI partner uploads Excel file in the IMC upload tool. 
3. Excel file is stored in temporary data area, where the file is validated by the project team. 
4. If file is found valid, file and corresponding content item are transferred from the temporary 

to the repository. If file is not valid, partner will receive an error-message from the system 
via the error-message list. 

As soon as a metadata record for a content item and the item itself are uploaded into the permanent 

data area, they are represented on the Upload List, which shows the following information:  

 FHI Content ID  

 Content file name 

 Content type 

 Upload date 

 Size, progress 

 Metadata record (link to a back office where it is possible to view the metadata record 
for that content and in case correct or enrich it). 

This list is only accessible by the authorized users of the FHI. 

5.6.4. Metadata Upload Planning 
 

Much like for the creation of the content upload planning, the Coordinator and the technical partner 

CINECA considered the following deliverables and elements to arrive at the upload planning for 

metadata: 

 Enrichment Planning of D4.129 

 Use Cases as described in D2.1 and D2.230 

 Content Upload Planning. Since metadata files can only be uploaded after the corresponding 

content items are uploaded, the content upload planning provided some guidance. 

                                                             
29 IMC Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Content selection and plan for Content enrichment-v1.4-final, 
https://imediacities.eu/results/  
30 IMC Consortium, IMC-D2.1- User requirements-v1.2-final and D2.2-User requirements-analysis of business and 
system requirements-final, www.imediacities.eu (Both are restricted in access) 
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 Time needed for metadata preparation before upload. This was based upon partner 

feedback to understand how much preparation time every partner needed to ensure the 

upload of the content in the desired technical requirements. 

 Chosen data transfer method. 

 Upload functionalities of EFG-project. 

 Database of EFG-project. If metadata was already present in EFG database, upload towards 

IMC database could happen much faster.  

CINECA build a first version of the upload functionalities, which was ready for testing in March 2017 

and operational for upload beginning of April 2017. The FHI partners were informed of this 

development.  

After analysis of the project goals and the enrichment phases, the Coordinator decided to establish 

three upload cycles that coincide with the three upload cycles for content items. The primary upload 

cycle (upload done before 31/07/2017) will involve metadata belonging to all films that need to be 

uploaded for enrichment phase 2, which starts at M18 and ends at M24. In accordance with 

Milestone 4, the second upload cycle (upload done before M24) will make sure that at least 40% of 

all content items and their metadata from all FHI project content lists is uploaded into the project 

repository. The enrichments of the second phase will be added to these ingest efforts to enable the 

project to achieve optimization of the e-environment functionalities at the launch of the platform in 

M24. The final upload cycle will run from M24 through to the end of the project lifetime. It is to 

ensure that at a minimum, all items and metadata present on the initial project content lists are 

ingested into the system. Project partners are not obliged to spread their upload over more than one 

cycle. If a partner wants to upload all his content items and the metadata during the first cycle, they 

are allowed to do so. Since continuous upload is a possibility, partners who want to add new titles 

not present on their initial project content list, can upload these items at any time to the IMC 

repository.  

Based upon all the elements listed above, the following metadata upload planning was generated: 

Start 

Period 
End Period Action Required 

Partners 

involved 
Details 

01/03/2017 10/07/2017 Preparation 

metadata of 

content primary 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

Preparation of metadata and 

transfer files, according to 

preparation guidelines. Metadata  

content which was uploaded during 

primary upload  

11/04/2017 01/05/2017 Testing Upload 

functionality  

CIN with 

the 

assistance 

of CRB 

CINECA tests the upload 

functionalities with the example 

metadata files from every archive, 

which were provided for the 

metadata belonging to their content 

items that were used to test the 
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content upload. All upload options 

are tested. 

01/03/2017 17/06/2017 Metadata 

primary upload 

into EFG project 

after preparation 

FHI 

partners 

uploading 

via EFG 

In order to achieve timely upload 

into the IMC database via EFG, All 

metadata must uploaded into EFG 

before Middle of June 

01/05/2017 31/07/2017 Metadata of 

primary content 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

All FHI partners upload the 

metadata files for already ingested 

content items and perform a check 

on their upload status. CIN is on 

hand for support 

01/05/2017 31/07/2017 Completion and 

translation of the 

controlled 

vocabularies for 

enrichment phase 

2  

All 

research 

partners 

All research partners complete and 

translate the first drafts of the 

controlled vocabularies for the 

elements of enrichment phase 2. 

Coordinator and lead research 

partner OFM provide first version of 

these vocabularies. 

01/08/2017 27/02/2018 Preparation 

metadata of 

content second 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

In lieu with Milestone 4, all FHI 

partners must make sure that a 

minimum of 40% of the content on 

their Project content list and 

corresponding metadata is 

prepared and ready for upload 

01/08/2017 31/01/2018 Metadata second 

upload into EFG 

project after 

preparation 

FHI 

partners 

uploading 

via EFG 

In order to achieve timely upload 

into the IMC database via EFG, All 

metadata must uploaded into EFG 

before end of January 

01/11/2017 31/03/2018 Completion and 

translation of all 

controlled 

vocabularies for 

enrichment phase 

3 

All 

research 

partners 

All research partners complete and 

translate the first drafts of the 

controlled vocabularies for the 

elements of enrichment phase 3. 

Coordinator and lead metadata 

partner DIF provide first version of 

these vocabularies. 

01/09/2017 01/02/2018 Upload 

contextualization 

information cities 

All 

partners 

All partners notify the Coordinator 

of the historical information that 

they would like to add to the 

platform and the City Portals.  
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01/08/2017 31/03/2018 Metadata of 

second content 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

All FHI partners upload the 

metadata files for already ingested 

content items and perform a check 

on their upload status. CIN is on 

hand for support In lieu with 

Milestone 4, all FHI partners must 

make sure that a minimum of 40% 

of the content and metadata on 

their Project content list is 

uploaded.  

01/04/2018 31/01/2019 Preparation 

content final 

upload(s) 

All FHI 

partners 

In connection with Milestone 3, all 

FHI partners must make sure that at 

least all of the content and 

corresponding metadata on their 

Project content list is prepared and 

ready for upload 

01/04/2018 27/02/2019 Final content 

upload 

All FHI 

partners 

In connection with Milestone 3, all 

FHI partners must make sure that at 

least all of the content and 

corresponding metadata on their 

Project content list is uploaded. 

6. Conclusion 
 

This report focused on the preparation work necessary for content items and their corresponding metadata before 

upload of both to the project repositories.  In order to ensure sufficient harmonization of practices in treating 

materials coming from different collections and archives. FHI partners were asked to transcode their project 

content items and to clean and enrich specific metadata elements in their local databases. Research partners on 

the other hand will be activated for the enrichment of specific descriptive metadata elements during enrichment 

phase 2, the completion of the controlled vocabularies of the project to adhere to their scientific requirements 

and to provide general historical contextualisation information for the project interface and the city portals.  

Apart from the harmonization, the preparation of the content items has one big overreaching goal: to provide all 

target users of the IMC platform with content that abides to the highest qualitative standards. This will enable the 

technological developments used on the IMC platform to perform to the highest standards and will support 

research partners in their work. The technical partners CINECA and FHG created a list of target formats and Codecs 

for every type of content, based upon the technological requirements of the system and more specifically to the 

automatic analysis tools and the streaming solution. The Coordinator communicated this list to all FHI partners 

and stressed the existence of a preferred target format, container and Codec.  
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To complete the technological processing manual for the content items, several chapters were added that detail 

the upload functionality foreseen for content items and their upload planning schedule.  Based upon the project 

requirements, continuous upload capabilities are part of the system design, and uploading content items is 

therefore planned in function of several project milestones.  

Preparing the metadata will happen both at the local archive and through an interim enrichment solution (starting 

at M18 till M24). The clean-up and enrichment on the local archive level will involve mandatory elements from 

the metadata model that are attached to the entire content item. It is vital information that will guide the access 

control information of the project and will harmonize the way values for certain elements are transcribed, such as 

production years. Enrichment of metadata will also be done by the research partners, during enrichment phase 2, 

who will apply an interim enrichment solution to add metadata for a selection of elements to content items or 

segments thereof. The elements chosen for this enrichment phase are based upon the project requirements for 

visualization and presentation of the content, interoperability amongst researchers and the functionalities of the 

e-environments, which will be launched at M24.  

Uploading metadata can be done through several data transfer methods. FHI partners can choose to upload 

directly into the project repository using the upload functionality of the platform, both through XML and Excel 

files. This would require them to apply the IMC schema to their metadata files. Archive partners are also able to 

ingest data into the European Film gateway (EFG) database, which is a central database used by all FHI partners 

and which applies specific filters for each partner and would not require the archives to adjust the schema of their 

files.  All enrichment work done by research partners through the Interim enrichment solution will be directly 

stored in the project metadata repository, whose first version will be ready in M18. This avoids the added 

complexity of ingesting data coming from external data. Specific contextualisation information on the history of 

every city will be added by research and FHI partners and will notably be used by the project’s technical 

visualisation partner CINECA to create certain project goals such as the creation of portal for every project city.  

Similar to the chapters on content preparation and upload, an upload workflow and planning has been designed 

and added to this deliverable, defining all details for the possible upload methods. 

This deliverable will be turned into a  IMC Manual for content and metadata preparation and upload, and added 

to a designated space on the project portal before M15.  
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Annex I. IMC Metadata Preparation Guidelines, v.1 
 

Mandatory and recommended metadata fields and controlled vocabularies in IMC 

Guidelines for archives to prepare data exports for IMC 

 

Metadata about a digital item in IMC will come from different sources. First, the item and the corresponding metadata data is delivered to the IMC system by the contributing 

archives. Once in the system, the metadata can be further enriched by archives, researchers and automatic annotation tools. In order to make sure the data quality delivered in the 

first step by the archives is as good possible, we ask archives to enrich and clean database fields on local level.  

This documents provides you with an overview of all database fields that are mandatory and recommended to provide for IMC. As you will see, the document is divided into three 

chapters, providing information on mandatory and recommended database fields for the object types 

a) Video 
b) Image 
c) Text 

We would like to ask all archives to deliver as complete metadata as possible and also include information on data fields that are not mandatory, but recommended. The more data 

you provide, the better the user experience will be. Please note, that all data enrichment and cleaning activities can be reported under WP4. 

For all fields marked as mandatory below, please ensure these fields ALWAYS come with a value in your database export. For recommended fields, please try to add the metadata 

whenever available. Each table below will indicate what controlled vocabularies is used for the respective field in IMC. Please apply the indicated controlled vocabularies in your 

local database, where it is indicated that this is mandatory. In all other cases, we would like to encourage you to use the indicated vocabularies, but understand if local cataloguing 

rules will not allow this. 

Please note that this document only lists the mandatory and recommended database fields. The IMC data model can store further metadata potentially coming from the archives. 

For the full metadata model please refer to D6.1, www.imediacities.eu/results  

In case of questions, please don’t hesitate to contact:  

Davy Hanegreefs (CRB): Davy.Hanegreefs@cinematek.be or Julia Welter (DIF) welter@deutsches-filminstitut.de 
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1. Video  

Please enrich/add metadata to your local database for the database fields listed below. If possible and in line with your local cataloguing guidelines, please apply values from the 

controlled vocabularies indicated. The Data fields marked with an “x” in the last column should definitely be cleaned on local level to meet the vocabulary requirements of IMC. All 

other fields can be cleaned and enriched as the archive sees fit.  For the best user experience we recommend to invest as much time as possible in the cleaning and enrichment of 

your local database.   

Mandatory elements 

Data field Description Controlled vocabularies Cardinality 

Local film 

work ID 

The local identifier of the audiovisual creation. - 1 

Title Title of the film, the series, etc. - 1..n 

Production 

Year 

The year in which the film was produced. IMC:YearFormat 1..n 

Content 

Description 

A synopsis, shot list, review, etc. that describes what the film is 

about. If you provide content descriptions in several languages or 

provide several kinds of content descriptions, please provide 

them in separate elements. 

- 1..n 

Rights Status Copyright status of the film IMC:RightsStatus  1 

 

Recommended elements 

The following fields are not mandatory, but recommended in order to allow for better filtering and browsing and thus a better user experience are the following fields. Please 

provide them as part of your data export, if available. 
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Data field Description Controlled vocabularies used in 

IMC 

Cardinality 

Title 

Language 

The language of the respective title. Please add the language for 

each title you are providing. 

IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 

 

0..1  

Title Type The relationship between the title and the film work to which it is 

assigned, e.g. “Original title”, Distribution title”, “Other title”, etc. 

Please provide for each title you are providing. 

IMC:TitleType 

 

0..1  

Description 

language 

The language of the content description. Please provide 

descriptions in different languages in different elements and 

indicate language for each description. 

IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1  

Description 

Type 

A keyword denoting the type of description (e.g. “Synopsis”, Shot 

list”, “Review”, etc.) 

IMC:DescriptionType 0..1 

Category Information on the type of film. (e.g. “Documentary film”, 

“Amateur film”, “Fiction film”, etc.) 

IMC:Form 

 

0..1 

Keyword A set of terms describing the film.  0..n 

Keyword 

Language 

The language of the keywords. Please provide keywords in different 

languages in different elements. 

 0..1 

Production 

Country 

The country in which the film was produced. IMC:ISO 3166-1CountryCS 

IMC:XPZZ44-002CountryCS 

(historic countries) 

 

0..n 
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Gauge The film of the analogue carrier. Should include value and unit. (e.g. 

35 mm”, “1/2 inch”, etc.) 

IMC:Gauge 

 

0..1 

Aspect Ratio The ratio between the width and the height of the image. 

(e.g.1:1,33) 

IMC:AspectRatio 0..1 

Sound Information on whether the film has sound or not. Can also include 

information on sound system used. 

IMC:Sound 0..1 

Colour Information on whether the film has colour or not.  IMC:Colour 0..1 

Duration Duration of the digital version of the video. IMC:DurationFormat 0..1 

Language The language the film is in. IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..n 

Language 

Usage 

This indicates the relationship between the language and the 

manifestation. (e.g. “spoken language”, “Subtitles”, “voice-over 

commentary”, etc.) 

IMC:LanguageUsage 

 

0..1 

Rights 

Holder 

Name of the copyright holder. - 0..n 

Rights 

Holder URL 

URL of the rights holder’s website. - 0..n 

Collection Name of the collection the film is part of. - 0..1 

Related 

Agents 

Name 

Names of cast & crew, incl. production company.  0..n 
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Related 

Agents Type  

Information whether the agent is a person, group or company. 

Indicate for each agent. 

 1 

Related 

Agent 

Activity 

Function of the agent in relation to the film (e.g. “Director”, 

“Director of cinematography”, Production company”, etc.) 

IMC:TypeOfActivity 1..n 

IsShownBy A link pointing to the digital file if it is made available online by your 

institution. As all objects will be stored on the IMC platform, this 

link can be generated and added automatically by the IMC system. 

However, if the film is publicly available on another platform as 

well, please add the link to the digital file in your data export. 

 1..n 

IsShownAt A link to the digital file if it is presented on a website run by your 

institution. As all objects will be stored on the IMC platform, this 

link can be generated and added automatically by the IMC system. . 

However, if the film is publicly available on another platform as 

well, please add the link to the web page where the digital file can 

be viewed in your data export. 

 1..n 

 

2. Image  

Please enrich/add metadata to your local database for the database fields listed below. If possible and in line with your local cataloguing guidelines, please apply values from the 

controlled vocabularies indicated. The Data fields marked with an “x” in the last column should definitely be cleaned on local level to meet the vocabulary requirements of IMC. All 

other fields can be cleaned and enriched as the archive sees fit.  For the best user experience we recommend to invest as much time as possible in the cleaning and enrichment of 

your local database.   
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Mandatory elements 

Data field Description Controlled vocabularies Cardinality 

Local object 

ID 

The local identifier of the image. - 1 

Title The title of the image. - 1..n 

Date Created Date the image was created. IMC:YearFormat 1..n 

Document 

type 

Information on the type of image. (“Film still”, “Drawing”, “Photo”, 

Glass negative”, etc. 

IMC:SpecificType 1 

Rights status Rights status of the image. IMC:RightsStatus 1 

 

Recommended elements 

The following fields are not mandatory, but recommended in order to allow for better filtering and browsing and thus a better user experience are the following fields. Please 

provide them as part of your data export, if available. 

Data field Description Controlled vocabularies Cardinality 

Title Language Language of the title (indicated for each title) IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1 

Title Type The type of relationship between the title and the image (e.g. 

“Main title”, “Translated title”, etc.) 

IMC:NonAVTitleType 0..1 

Description 

Language 

Language of the description. Please provide descriptions in 

different languages in different elements and indicate language 

for each description. 

IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1 
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Description Description of what the image depicts or other relevant 

information on the image. 

- 1..n 

Keywords A set of terms describing what the image depicts.  0..n 

Keywords 

Language 

The language of the keywords. Please provide keywords in 

different languages in different elements. 

IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1 

Colour Information on whether the image is in colour or not Value list 1 

Rights Holder Name of the Rights holder of the image. - 0..n 

Rights Holder 

URL 

URL to the rights holder website - 0..n 

Collection Title of collection the image is part of -  

Related Agent Creator of the image or person(s) depicted  0..n 

Related Agent 

Type 

Information whether the agent is a person, group or company. 

Indicate for each agent. 

  

Related Agent 

Activity 

The function or relationship of the agent related to the image. 

(e.g. “Creator”, “Depicted”, etc) 

IMC:TypeOfActivity  

IsShownBy A link pointing to the digital file if it is made available online by 

your institution. As all objects will be stored on the IMC platform, 

this link can be generated and added automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do present the digital item in another 

context as well, please add the link in your data export. 

 1..n 

IsShownAt A link to the digital file if it is presented on a website run by your 

institution. As all objects will be stored on the IMC platform, this 

link can be generated and added automatically by the IMC 

 1..n 
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system. However, if you do present the digital item in another 

context as well, please add the link in your data export. 

 

3. Text 

Please enrich/add metadata to your local database for the database fields listed below. If possible and in line with your local cataloguing guidelines, please apply values from the 

controlled vocabularies indicated. The Data fields marked with an “x” in the last column should definitely be cleaned on local level to meet the vocabulary requirements of IMC. All 

other fields can be cleaned and enriched as the archive sees fit.  For the best user experience we recommend to invest as much time as possible in the cleaning and enrichment of 

your local database.   

Mandatory elements 

Data field Description Controlled vocabularies Cardinality 

Local object ID The local identifier of the text document.  1 

Title The title of the text document.  1..n 

Date Created Date the text was created. IMC:YearFormat 1..n 

Document 

type 

Information on the type of text (“Article”, “Journal”, 

“Advertisement”, etc. 

IMC:SpecificType 1 

Language Language the text is written in. IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 

 

1..n 

Rights status Rights status of the text document IMC:RightsStatus 1 
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Recommended elements 

The following fields are not mandatory, but recommended in order to allow for better filtering and browsing and thus a better user experience are the following fields. Please 

provide them as part of your data export, if somehow possible. 

Data field Description Controlled vocabularies Cardinality 

Keywords A set of terms describing what the text object is about. - 0..n 

Keywords 

Language 

The language of the keywords. Please provide keywords in 

different langauges in different elements. 

IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1 

Description Description of what the text document is about. If you provide 

descriptions in more than one language or of more than one 

type, please also provide the language and/or type for each 

description text. 

- 0..n 

Rights Holder Name of the Rights holder of the text object. - 0..n 

Rights Holder 

URL 

URL to the rights holder website. - 0..n 

Collection Title of collection the text object is part of. - 0..1 

Related Agent Creator of the text or person(s) mentioned in it. - 0..n 

Related Agent 

Activity 

The function or relationship of the agent related to the text (e.g. 

“Creator”, “”, etc) 

IMC:TypeOfActivity 0..n 

IsShownBy A link pointing to the digital file if it is made available online by 

your institution . As all objects will be stored on the IMC platform, 

this link can be generated and added automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do present the digital item in another 

context as well, please add the link to your data export. 

- 1..n 
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IsShownAt A link to the digital file if it is presented on a website run by your 

institution. As all objects will be stored on the IMC platform, this 

link can be generated and added automatically by the IMC 

system. However, if you do present the digital item in another 

context as well, please add the link to your data export. 

- 1..n 

Title Language Language of the title (indicated for each title) IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1 

Title Type The type of relationship between the title and the text document 

(e.g. “Main title”, “Translated title”, etc.) 

IMC:NonAVTitleType 0..1 

Description 

Language 

Language of the description. IMC:ISO 639-1LanguageCS 0..1 

Description 

Type 

Type of description  IMC:DescriptionType 0..1 
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Annex II. IMC Metadata Model - FHI data document 
 

The IMC Metadata Model consists of three individual models that can store  

a) Metadata coming from the archive 
b) Metadata coming from the automatic annotation tools and from researchers 
c) Metadata that stores information on access rights 

This document contains information on the part of the IMC model that stores the metadata coming from the archives. Aim of this document is to inform all participating archives 

about what kind of information on film, photos, texts and persons can be stored by IMC. This will help inform you what information stored in your local database can theoretically 

be provided to the IMC database, if included in your data exports. This document highlights all elements that are mandatory in red and those that are recommended in green. All 

elements that are not marked in those two colours, are either generated automatically by the IMC system or do not have to be filled.  

The part of the IMC model for the archival metadata consists the 4 Entities and their elements and attributes designed to store the metadata that needs to be submitted to IMC in 

the course of the IMC project. The 4 Entities described below are: 

1) AVEntity 
2) NonAVEntity 
3) AgentEntity 
4) ItemEntity 

 

1) AVEntity 

The AVEntity is designed to store descriptive metadata on IMC audiovisual objects provided by the archives with the initial ingest. The modelling follows the "No hierarchy Model" as 

described in The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual31. The properties of film work, manifestation and item (in the sense of EN15907) are expressed in one record. That is, abstract 

metadata (i.e. authority data, content descriptions), contextual metadata (e.g. provider or collection name) and object metadata (e.g. technical metadata) is stored on a single 

hierarchy level. The single elements were modelled on the basis of EN 15907:2010 and the EFG metadata schema (combining elements from the EFG entities AVCreation and 

AVManifestation). Digital representations of audiovisual entities available for viewing are accommodated in an associated instance of the IMC Item Entity. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

AVEntity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

                                                             
31 FIAF Manual, p.24 
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AVEntity.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the audiovisual entity that will be automatically generated by the 
IMC database (GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema, e.g. International Standard 
Audiovisual Number (ISAN), or the SourceID.) Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.1 and 
EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN namespace 
(e.g. URN: UUID). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.1.3 and EFG. 

1 yes 

AVEntity.RecordSource Status: wrapper element. A reference to the IMC content provider and the local IDs. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.2 and EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider Status: element. The name of the archive supplying the record. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.2.3 and EFG. 

1 List of 
contributing 
archives 

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Ident
ifier 

Status: attribute. An unambiguous reference to the archive supplying the record. This is 
preferably the institution's identifier, which is registered by the ISIL agency. If the institution is 
not registered, then the official acronym of the institution will be sufficient. Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.2.3 and EFG. 

1 List of 
provider 
acronyms 

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Ident
ification Scheme 

Status: attribute. Name of the registration scheme encoding the institution name ("ISIL code" or 
“Institution acronym”). Modelled after EFG. 

1 "ISIL code" 
or 
“Institution 
acronym” 

AVEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Status: element. The local identifier of the audiovisual creation. 1   

AVEntity.Title Status: wrapper element. Titles can be a word, phrase or character, naming the work or a group 
of works, a particular manifestation or an individual item. Title is a wrapper element for all 
elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3 and EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.Title.TitleText Status: element. The textual expression of the title. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 
and EFG. 

1   

AVEntity.Title.Language Status: attribute. The language of the title. Modelled after EFG. 0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 
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AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation Status: wrapper element. A combination of the name of a structuring unit and the count value 
that identifies the current entity as an individual part of a complex work. For complex works 
with multi-level numberings (e.g. "Season 2, Episode 12"), an instance of this element should be 
created for each level. Non-numeric values such as letter symbols (e.g. "Part B" or calendar 
dates - e.g. "August 1956 issue") are permitted. Use if the work is an individual part of a series 
or larger work. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Unit Status: element. The name of the unit that is represented within a series, serial, or multi-part 
work (e.g. "Part", "Episode", "Issue", etc). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

1 (mandatory if 
AVEntity.Title.P
artDesignation 
is provided) 

FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (A.1) 

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Value Status: element. An ordinal number, numeration symbol, or date value that identifies the 
individual creation within a complex work. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

1 (mandatory if 
AVEntity.Title.P
artDesignation 
is provided) 

  

AVEntity.Title.TitleRelationship Status: element. The type of relationship between the title and the entity to which it is assigned 
(e.g. "Original title", "Distribution title", "Translated title" etc). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (A.1) 

AVEntity.IdentifyingTitle Status: element. A short phrase for identifying the audiovisual creation, to be used e.g. in 
human-readable result lists from database queries. The identifying title should not be 
constructed by a cataloguer according to cataloguing rules but algorithmically during the 
metadata conversion process for IMC. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.4 and EFG. 

1   

AVEntity.IdentifyingTitle.Origin Status: attribute. Acronym or other identifier indicating the origin of the element content. For 
identifying titles created automatically, this should be the name and version of the software 
agent. Modelled EN 15907:2010 clause 6.4.2 after EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.CountryofReference Status: element. The geographic origin of an audiovisual creation. This should be the country or 
countries where the production facilities are located. If production information is missing, this 
element can refer to countries where the audiovisual creation was filmed or distributed, or 
where copies are known to exist in archives. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.5 and EFG.  

0..n 
(recommended) 

ISO 3166-1, 
ISO 3166-2 
(Region 
codes), ISO 
3166-3, 
AFNOR XP2 
44-002 
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AVEntity.CountryofReference.Referen
ce 

Status: attribute. The relationship between a geographic area and the audiovisual creation. 
Defaults to "production", use of this attribute is only required if the point of reference is 
different from the country of production. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.5.2 and EFG. 

0..1 FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (A.3) 

AVEntity.ProductionYear Status: element. The year or time span associated with the production of the audiovisual 
creation (e.g. CCYY, CCYY-CCYY). Modelled after EFG. If the production year is unknown, the 
term “unknown” should be added to indicate that research regarding the production time has 
been unsuccessful. 

1..n Application 
of cleaning 
rules 

AVEntity.Keywords Status: wrapper element. A term or set of vocabulary terms describing the content of an 
audiovisual entity. This can be keywords or other vocabularies to describe subjects. Controlled 
and uncontrolled terms can be used together, but not within a single set of terms. Likewise, if 
more than one controlled vocabulary is used, then terms from each of these must be contained 
in a separate instance of this element. A separate instance is also required for each language if 
terms in more than one language are taken from a multilingual vocabulary. This is a wrapper 
element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 
6.16 and EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Keywords.Term Status: element. An element containing a single term. This can be the textual value of the term. 
For non-textual terms the classification codes, preferably a combination of the code and the 
verbal class description should be indicated. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.16.3 and 
EFG. 

1 (mandatory if 
keywords are 
provided)) 

Keyword 
type "Form" 
= based on 
value lists of 
IMC content 
providers 

AVEntity.Keywords.Type Status: attribute. Type of information described by the keywords (e.g. "Building", "Person", 
“Subject”, "Genre", "Form", "Georeference" etc.). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1  FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (D.1) 

AVEntity.Keywords.Language Status: attribute. The language of the content of each subject. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.16.2 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended 
if keywords are 
provided) 

ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Keywords.Scheme Status: attribute. A unique identifier denoting the controlled vocabulary (preferably URI). If the 
subject terms are not from a controlled vocabulary, the value of this element should be set to 
“uncontrolled”. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.16.2 and EFG. 

0..1 yes 
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AVEntity.Keywords.Term.ID Status: attribute. A non-text identifier that can be combined with the scheme ID from a unique 
resource identifier for the term within a controlled vocabulary. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.16.3 and EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.Description Status: element. Textual descriptions include synopses, plot summaries, reviews, transcripts or 
shot lists. They can occur in more than one language and they can have statements of 
authorship or references to external resources. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.17 and 
EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.Description.Language Status: attribute. The language of the description text. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 
6.17.3 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Description.Type Status: attribute. A keyword denoting the type of description (e.g. "Synopsis", "Shot list", 
"Review" etc.). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.17.3 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (D.2) 

AVEntity.Description.Source Status: attribute. Either the name of the institution, or an URI identifying the source directly or 
via a reference system such as an on-line catalogue. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 
6.17.3 and EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.Language Status: element. The language of the spoken, sung or written content. Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.9 and EFG. 

0..n ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Language.LanguageUsage Status: attribute. This indicates the relationship between the language and the manifestation 
(e.g. "original spoken dialogue", "dubbing", "subtitles", "voice-over commentary" etc.). Defaults 
to “unspecified”. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 06.09.2002 and EFG. 

0..1 Based on 
efg:Language
PurposeCod
eCS 

AVEntity.Format Status: wrapper element. The description of the physical artefact or digital file on which an 
audiovisual manifestation is fixed. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes 
listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7 and EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.Format.Gauge Status: element. The width of the film stock or other carrier (such as magnetic tape) used for 
the manifestation. Should include value and unit (e.g. "35 mm", "1/2 inch"). Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG. 

0..1 Wikipedia 
List of film 
formats 

AVEntity.Format.AspectRatio Status: element. The ratio between width and height of the image (e.g. "full frame", 
"cinemascope", "1:1,33"). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG. 

0..1 Wikipedia 
List of film 
formats 

AVEntity.Format.Sound Status: element. Values list. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG (simplified). 0..1 "With 
sound", 
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"Without 
sound" 

AVEntity.Format.Colour Status: element. Values list. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG (simplified). 0..1 Based on 
value lists of 
IMC content 
providers 

AVEntity.Coverage Status: wrapper element. The spatial or temporal topic of the audiovisual object. Modelled after 
EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Coverage.Spatial Status: element. This may be a named place, a location, a spatial coordinate, a named 
administrative entity or an URI to a LOD-service. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Coverage.Temporal Status: element. This may be a period, date or range date. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

AVEntity.RightsHolder Status: element. Name of the copyright holder. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

AVEntity.RightsHolder.URL Status: attribute. If available, URL to the homepage of the copyright holder. Modelled after EFG. 0..1   

AVEntity.RightsStatus Status: element. Specifies the copyright status of the digital item. Modelled after EFG. 1 yes 

AVEntity.Provenance Status: element. Organisation which owns or has custody of the item. 0..1   

AVEntity.ViewFilmography Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference to the full filmographic entry of a film on the 
content provider web site. 

0..n   

AVEntity.CollectionTitle Status: element. A textual title of the archival collection of which the audiovisual is part. 0..1   

 

Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Derived from 

AVEntityRELAgent Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes ) 

n..m EN 15907, 
EFG 

AVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 

AVEntityRELNonAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 

AVEntityRELAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 

 

2) NonAVEntity 

Non-audiovisual objects in IMC can be pictures, photos, correspondence, books, periodicals etc. The modelling follows EFG metadata schema entities NonAVCreation and 

NonAVManifestation, which in turn were designed according to an early version of the Europeana Semantic Elements specification version 3.2 and in correspondence to EFG entities 
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AVCreation and AVManifestation. Similar to IMC AVEntity, on the level of description there is no distinction between the abstract non-audiovisual work and its concrete manifestation, 

but object data is stored on a single hierarchy level. Digital representations of non-film entities available for viewing are accommodated in an associated instance of the IMC Item 

Entity. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

NonAVEntity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

NonAVEntity.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the non-audiovisual entity that will be automatically generated 
by the IMC database (GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema). Modelled after 
EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN 
namespace (e.g. URN: UUID). Modelled after EFG. 

1 yes 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource Status: wrapper element. A reference to the IMC content provider and the local IDs. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider Status: element. The name of the archive supplying the record. Modelled after EFG. 1 List of 
contributing 
archives 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Iden
tifier 

Status: attribute. An unambiguous reference to the archive supplying the record. This is 
preferrably the institution's identifier, which is registered by the ISIL agency. If the institution 
is not registered, then the official acronym of the institution is sufficient. Modelled after EFG. 

1 List of 
provider 
acronyms 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Iden
tificationScheme 

Status: attribute. Name of the registration scheme encoding the institution name ("ISIL 
code" or “Institution acronym”). Modelled after EFG. 

1 "ISIL code" 
or 
“Institution 
acronym” 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Status: element. The local identifier of the non-audiovisual entity. 1   

NonAVEntity.Title Status: wrapper element. Title of the NonAV entity. Titles can be a word, phrase or 
character, naming the work, a group of works, a particular manifestation or an individual 
item. Title is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled 
after EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.Title.TitleText Status: element. The textual expression of the title. Modelled after EFG. 1   
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NonAVEntity.Title.Language Status: attribute. The language of the title. (If no value is available in the source archive, the 
value must be set to "unspecified".) Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation Status: wrapper element. A combination of the name of a structuring unit and the count 
value that identifies the current entity as an individual part of a complex work. For complex 
works with multi-level numberings, an instance of this element should be created for each 
level. Non-numeric values such as letter symbols (e.g. "Part B" or calendar dates - e.g. 
"August 1956 issue") are permitted. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Unit Status: element. The name of the unit that is represented within a series, serial, or multi-part 
work (e.g. "Part", "Episode", "Issue", etc). Modelled after EFG. 

1 (Mandatory if 
NonAVEntity.Titl
e.PartDesignatio
n is provided) 

FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms A.1 

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Value Status: element. An ordinal number, numeration symbol, or date value that identifies the 
individual creation within a complex work. Modelled after EFG. 

1 (Mandatory if 
NonAVEntity.Titl
e.PartDesignatio
n is provided) 

  

NonAVEntity.Title.TitleRelationship Status: element. The type of relationship between the title and the entity to which it is 
assigned ("Main title", "Alternative title"). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

Defined by 
Dublin Core 

NonAVEntity.Keywords Status: wrapper element. A term or set of vocabulary terms describing the content of a non-
audiovisual entity. This can be keywords or other vocabularies to describe subjects. 
Controlled and uncontrolled terms can be used together, but not within a single set of terms. 
Likewise, if more than one controlled vocabulary is used, then terms from each of these 
must be contained in a separate instance of this element. A separate instance is also 
required for each language if terms in more than one language are taken from a multilingual 
vocabulary. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Term Status: element. An element containing a single term. This can be the textual value of the 
term. For non-textual terms the classification codes, preferably a combination of the code 
and the verbal class description should be indicated. Modelled after EFG. 

1 (Mandatory if 
keywords are 
provided) 

  

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Type Status: attribute. Type of information described by the keywords. Modelled after EFG. 0..1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Language Status: attribute. The language of the content of each subject. Can be omitted if the 
language is evident from the scheme. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended 
if keywords are 
provided) 

ISO 639-1 
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NonAVEntity.Keywords.Scheme Status: attribute. A unique identifier denoting the controlled vocabulary (preferably URI). If 
the subject terms are not from a controlled vocabulary, the value of this element should be 
set to “uncontrolled”. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Term.ID Status: attribute. A non-text identifier that can be combined with the scheme ID from a 
unique resource identifier for the term within a controlled vocabulary. Modelled after EFG. 

    

NonAVEntity.Description Status: element. Textual descriptions include synopses, plot summaries, reviews, transcripts 
or shot lists. They can occur in more than one language and they can have statements of 
authorship or references to external resources. Modelled after EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.Description.Language Status: attribute. The language of the description text. Modelled after EFG. 0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Description.Type Status: attribute. A keyword denoting the type of description (e.g. “Synopsis”, “Shotlist”, 
“Review” etc.). Modelled after EFG. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

Based on 
efg:Descripti
onType 

NonAVEntity.Description.Source Status: attribute. Either the name of the institution, or an URI identifying the source directly 
or via a reference system such as an on-line catalogue. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1   

NonAVEntity.DateCreated Status: element. The point or period of time associated with the creation of the non-
audiovisual creation (“CCYY-MM-DD”, “CCYY”, CCYY-CCYY). If the production year is 
unknown, the term “unknown” should be added to indicate that research regarding the 
production time has been unsuccessful. Modelled after EFG. 

1..n Application 
of cleaning 
rules 

NonAVEntity.Type Status: element. The general type of the non-audiovisual manifestation (“image” or “text”). 
Modelled after EFG. 

1 “image”, 
“text” 

NonAVEntity.SpecificType Status: element. This element further specifies the type of the non-audiovisual entity. Here 
the document type should be indicated (e.g. "photograph", "poster", "letter"). Modelled 
after EFG. 

1 Based on the 
values of 
IMC content 
providers 

NonAVEntity.Language Status: element. Mandatory for objects of type text but optional for images with text parts. 
The language of the written content. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n 
(mandatory for 
objects of type 
text) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Language.LanguageUsage Status: attribute. This indicates the relationship between the language and the 
manifestation, e.g. „Main original language“. Defaults to “unspecified”. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 Based on 
efg:Language
PurposeCod
eCS 
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NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat Status: element. The dimensions of the physical object. 0..1   

NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat.Size Status: attribute. Indicates unit of measurement. 0..1  

NonAVEntity.Colour Status: element. This element can be used to indicate the colour of a non-audiovisual object 
(e.g. "black and white", "colour", "mixed"). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Coverage Status: wrapper element. The spatial or temporal topic of the non-audiovisual manifestation. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Coverage.Spatial Status: element. This may be a named place, a location, a spatial coordinate, a named 
administrative entity or an URI to a LOD-service. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Coverage.Temporal Status: element. This may be a period, date or date range. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

NonAVEntity.RightsHolder Status: element. Name of the copyright holder. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

NonAVEntity.RightsHolder.URL Status: attribute. If available, URL to the homepage of the copyright holder. Modelled after 
EFG. 

0..1   

NonAVEntity.RightsStatus Status: element. Specifies the copyright status of the digital item. Modelled after EFG. 1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Provenance Status: element. Organisation which owns or has custody of the item. Modelled after EFG. 0..1   

NonAVEntity.CollectionTitle Status: element. A textual title of the archival collection of which the NonAV object is part. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..1   

 

Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Derived 
from 

NonAVEntityRELAgent Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes) 

n..m EFG 

NonAVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 

NonAVEntityRELNonAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 

NonAVEntityRELAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 
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3) Agent Entity 

The Agent is defined as an entity that can perform any kind of action. This entity contains metadata on agents that is provided by the archives and refers mostly to agents which are 

involved in the creation of the objects. It is modelled on the basis of the EFG entity Agent as well as on the FORWARD standard (entity CinematographicAgent) and EAC-CPF (2014). 

The design diverges from the EFG schema an also from the FORWARD model in the respect that all elements are generally applicable for all types of agents (person, corporate body, 

group); the distinction between agent types is made via a type element, in accordance with EAC-CPF. Also, the FORWARD scheme was evaluated as to granular regarding the modelling 

of names, related dates and places as well as professional affiliation, as it is not expected that the contributing archives will provide that level of information detail. Therefore only a 

subset of the elements of the FORWARD schema was considered for the IMC metadata model. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

AgentEntity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

AgentEntity.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the person that will be automatically generated by the IMC database 
(GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema). Modelled after EFG and FORWARD. 

1..n   

AgentEntity.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN namespace 
(e.g. URN: UUID). Modelled after EFG. 

1 yes 

AgentEntity.RecordSource Status: wrapper element. A reference to the IMC content provider and the local IDs. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, 
EAC-CPF. 

1..n   

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider Status: element. The name of the archive supplying the record. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, 
EAC-CPF. 

1 List of 
contributing 
archives 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Id
entifier 

Status: attribute. An unambiguous reference to the archive supplying the record. This is preferably 
the institution's identifier, which is registered by the ISIL agency. If the institution is not registered, 
then the official acronym of the institution is sufficient. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, EAC-CPF. 

1 List of 
provider 
acronyms 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Id
entificationScheme 

Status: attribute. Name of the registration scheme encoding the institution name ("ISIL code" or 
"Institution acronym"). Modelled after EFG. 

1 "ISIL code" or 
“Institution 
acronym” 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Status: element. The local identifier of the person. If this does not exist in the content provider´s 
database the value is “undefined”. Modelled after EFG.  

0..1   

AgentEntity.Type Status: element. Defines the type of the Agent (person, corporate body, family etc.) Modelled after 
EAC-CPF. 

1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 
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AgentEntity.Name Status: element. A name by which the entity is (or was) known. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, 
EAC-CPF. 

1..n 

  

AgentEntity.Name.Part Status: attribute. Only for entities that are persons: A distinct part of a person’s name: name 
prefixes, forename, family name, name suffixes. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.Name.Type Status: attribute. This attribute specifies the type of the entity's name, e.g. preferred name, 
bureaucratic name, pseudonym, spelling variant, other name. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, EAC-
CPF. 

0..1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.BiographicalNote Status: element. Short biographical note about a person or organisation. A single paragraph of text, 
used for disambiguation purposes only. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, EAC-CPF. 

0..1   

AgentEntity.Date Status: element. Temporal properties of the person relating to its existence and activity (“CCYY-
MM-DD” or “CCYY”). Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 

0..n   

AgentEntity.Date.Type Status: attribute. This attribute specifies the type of temporal properties ("Date of birth", "Date of 
death", "Year of activity"). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 "Date of 
birth", "Date 
of death", 
"Year of 
activity" 

AgentEntity.RegionOfActivity Status: element. A country from the geographic area in which the person is or was active. Modelled 
after EFG. 

0..n ISO 3166-1, 
ISO 3166-2 
(Region 
codes), ISO 
3166-3, 
AFNOR XP2 
44-002 

AgentEntity.Place Status: element. The places related to the person. Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 0..n   

AgentEntity.Place.Type Status: attribute. This attribute specifies the type of spatial properties (e.g. "Place of birth", "Place 
of death"). Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 

0..1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.Sex Status: element. The person´s sex (male, female or unknown). Modelled after EFG. 0..1 "male", 
"female" or 
"unknown" 
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AgentEntity.TypeOfActivity Status: element. A film-related activity of the person taken from relationship records or from 
secondary sources. Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 

0..n FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (B), 
MARC 
Relator 
Codes 

AgentEntity.ViewBiography Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference to a full biographical entry in an external database 
or on content provider's website. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

 

Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Modelled 
after 

 

AgentRELNonAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes) 

n...m EFG 
 

AgentRELAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes) 

n...m EFG  
 

 

4) Item Entity 

The Item Entity points to the digital file held in the IMC repository. The item functions as a logical wrapper for the digital object displayed in IMC. This entity is modelled according to 

the EFG entity Item which is based on various elements of the Europeana Semantic Elements specification version 3.2. The concept of Item as used for EFG and the IMC model differs 

from the Item as defined by the CEN standard EN15907. In EN 15907 the Item describes a single exemplar of a manifestation (i.e. the individual copy that is stored and managed by 

an archive). However, in deviation to EFG the IMC Item Entity also includes elements for the storage of technical metadata related to the digital object, which in the EFG metadata 

model were assigned to the Non/AVManifestation entity, as well as elements for storing information on licences, which regulate the terms of usage of an digital object. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences 

Item.Entity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.    

Item.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the item that will be automatically generated by the IMC 
database (GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema). 

1..n 
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Item.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme of which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be 
an internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN 
namespace (e.g. URN: UUID). 

1 

Item.IsShownBy Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference that points to the digital file in the IMC 
repository and/or as on the content provider´s platform in its full best available 
resolution/quality. Modelled after EFG and ESE. 

1..n 

Item.IsShownAt Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference that points to the digital object as 
presented on the IMC web site and/or on the content provider´s web site in its full 
information context. Modelled after EFG and ESE. 

1..n (recommended to 
provide if object is 
available on 
institution’s website) 

Item.Thumbnail Status: element. Link to the reduced-size image of the AV or NonAV digital object. 
Modelled after EFG and ESE. 

1..n 

Item.Duration Status: element. The running time of the digitised audiovisual manifestation measured in 
minutes and seconds. Modelled EN 15907:2010 clause 6.8 and EFG. 

0..1 

Item.Duration.Framerate Optional value for the projection speed, given in frames per second, to which the given 
duration refers. 

0..1 

Item.Dimension The total physical dimension of the digital object (i.e. file size in bytes) represented as 
numeric value, with decimal places if required. 

0..1 

Item.Dimension.Unit Unit of the physical dimension of the manifestation: “bytes” 0..1 

Item.DigitalFormat 
Status: wrapper element. The description of the digital file in which a content object is 
stored. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. 
Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7 and EFG. 

0..1 

Item.DigitalFormat.Container Status: element. A container or wrapper format is a file format, or often a stream format 
whose specifications regard only the way data are stored but not coded within the file 
(e.g. “AVI”, “MP4”, “3GP”, “RealMedia”). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 

Item.DigitalFormat.Coding Status: element. Specifies the codification of the data (e.g. “WMA”,”WMV”, “MPEG-4”, 
“RealVideo”). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 

Item.DigitalFormat.Format Status: element. The digital format of the content object (RFC 2049 MIME types, e.g. 
“image/jpg”, ”text/plain” etc.). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 

Item.DigitalFormat.Resolution Status: attribute. The degree of sharpness of the digital object expressed in lines or pixel. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 

Item.Provider Status: element. Name of the organisation that sends the data to IMC. 1 
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Item.Provider.URL Status: attribute. Link to provider homepage. 1..n 

Item.URI An unambiguous URI to the resource within the IMC context. This is record an identifier 
for the object in the IMC system. It is created based on unique identifiers provided in the 
source metadata.  

1..n 

Item.Type Here again the object type should be indicated ("Text", "Image", "Video") Modelled after 
EFG and ESE. 

1 

Item.Licence Status: wrapper element. A reference to the license that applies to the digital item. This 
is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after 
FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual (web version, p. 200). 

0..n 

Item.Licence.StartDate Status: element. This indicates the starting date of the license range period. 1 

Item.Licence.EndDate Status: element. This indicates the end date of the license range period. 1 

Item.Licence.Filename Status: element. This indicates the filename of an electronic version of any agreement 
pertaining to the manifestation's licence, or where possible a link to the file in a 
persistent, available directory within the organisation's infrastructure. 

0..n 

Item.Licence.Logo Status: element. This indicates a possible graphic representation pertaining to the 
manifestation's licence, or where possible a link to the file in a persistent, available 
directory within the organisation's infrastructure. 

0..1 

Item.LicenceRights.Relationship Status: element. This indicates the documented relationship to rights. 1 

Item.LicenceRights.Licensee Status: element. Licensee organisation's or individual's name, with contact details if 
required. 

1..n 

Item.LicenceRights.Licenser Status: element. Licenser granting organisation or individual's name, with contact details 
if required. 

1 

 

Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Derived 
from 

AVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 

NonAVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 
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Annex III. IMC Vocabularies - Metadata coming from the Archives 
 

Introduction 

 

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Vocabulary name Vocabulary source Vocabulary URL 
AspectRatio Wikipedia: List of film formats http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_film_formats 

AVTitleType FIAF Glossary of Filmographic Terms, 2016 http://tinyurl.com/hk4g93m 

CarrierType based on value lists of EFG data providers  

Colour based on value lists of EFG data providers and FIAF Glossary 
 

DescriptionType FIAF Glossary of Filmographic Terms, 2016 http://tinyurl.com/hk4g93m 

Form based on value lists of EFG data providers 
 

Gauge Wikipedia: List of film formats http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_film_formats 

Iso639-1LanguageCS ISO 639-1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes 

Iso639-2LanguageCS ISO 639-2 
 

Iso3166-1CountryCS ISO 3166-1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1 

IMC Vocabularies I : Value Lists and Types for Data Elements for archives' local data enrichment and cleaning                                                                                                                  
(Version: 17.03.2017) 
This excel sheet contains a selection of controlled vocabularies that should be applied by the contributing archives in IMC to enrich and clean their local database 
values. The controlled vocabularies in this excel files are not the only ones used in IMC, but they are those that we consider relevant for local data enrichment and 
cleaning activities of the archives. All local values that do not match the IMC controlled vocabularies will be matched to them during the ingestion process. The mini 
vocabularies are used to harmonize the heterogenous and multilingual values coming from several source databases in order displayed them coherently in the IMC 
environment.  
The vocabularies listed in this file are based on the ones used in the EFG project. Below you will find an overview of the origins of these controlled vocabularies. They 
mainly come from the FIAF Glossary of Filmographic Terms (2016) and from ISO codes. 
Please apply these vocabularies in your local database for the records that you will be providing to the IMC project. If for some reason, it is impossible for you to apply 
them, please inform the project coordinator or WP6 leader DIF. Also, in case of questions or feedback please contact: 
Davy Hanegreefs (davy.hanegreefs@cinematek.be) 
or 
Julia Werlter (welter@deutsches-filminstitut.de) 
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MARC212_GeoAreaCS MARC 21 Geographic Area Codes (for large scale geographic entities) http://www.loc.gov/marc/geoareas/gacs_code.html 

NonAVTitleType defined by EFG  
ObjectDateType defined by EFG 

 

PDateType defined by EFG 
 

RightsStatus based on rightsstatements.org http://www.rightsstatements.org 

Sound defined by EFG 
 

SpecificType based on value lists of EFG data providers 
 

TypeOfActivity FIAF Glossary of Filmographic Terms, 2016 (for film related activities); MARC 
Relator Codes, 2009 (for non-film related activities) 

http://tinyurl.com/hk4g93m;                                  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relators.html 

XPZ44-002HistoricCountryCS AFNOR codes (used for historical countries) 
 

NonAVTitleType defined by EFG  
 

Aspect Ratio 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language ScopeNote 

1:1,15 AspectRatio 1:1,15 en  
1:1,19 AspectRatio 1:1,19 en also used for: 1:1,21 

1:1,33 AspectRatio 1:1,33 en also used for: 1:1,34 

1:1,37 AspectRatio 1:1,37 en  
1:1,66 AspectRatio 1:1,66 en  
1:1,78 AspectRatio 1:1,78 en  
1:1,85 AspectRatio 1:1,85 en  
1:2,21 AspectRatio 1:2,21 en 1:2,25 

1:2,35 AspectRatio 1:2,35 en Superscope 

1:2,55 AspectRatio 1:2,55 en  
1:1,96 AspectRatio 1:1,96 en  
16:9 AspectRatio 16:9 en  
4:3 AspectRatio 4:3 en  
5:3 AspectRatio 5:3 en  
1:1.75 AspectRatio 1:1.75 en Widescreen  

IMAX 15 perf AspectRatio IMAX 15 perf en  
1:2 AspectRatio 1:2 en Superscope (normal) 

Special format AspectRatio Special format en e.g. Playtime, Woodstock 

n/a AspectRatio n/a en  
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AV Title Type 

Vocabulary_ 
Name Display_Term Language Synonym ScopeNote 

AVTitleType Original title en Original release title The title of a film when first released in the country of origin. 

AVTitleType Other title en Alternative title, Variant title 
Any title by which a film is known other than the Original Title. Can also be used for Co- 
Productions titles.  

AVTitleType Series title en Title of series 
Collective title of a group of films related to one another (e.g. by subject or author),  
but with each work at the same time representing a separate entity with its own Original Title.  

AVTitleType Serial title en Title of serial 
Collective title of a group of short films usually characterized by the episodic development of 
a story presented in installments over a period of time. 

AVTitleType Episode title en 
Chapter title, Title of 
episode, Title of chapter 

Title assigned either to the individual parts of a serial, or to sections of a film which, while  
intended to be shown as a continous whole, contains internal divisions. 

AVTitleType TV title en Television title Title assigned to a film for its television broadcast if different from the Original Title.  

AVTitleType Version title en  

Title of a version of a film if different form the Original Title. A version is defined as an issue  
of a film, either later or contemporaneous, with modifications to its content. 

AVTitleType Translated title en Literal translation title Translation of the Original Title into a different language. 

AVTitleType Working title en  Title assigned to a film during production if different form the Original Title. 

AVTitleType Segment title en Story title A title within a newsreel or film magazine which introduces an individual segment. 

AVTitleType Spelling variation en  Orthographic variant or transcription of a title 

AVTitleType Archive title en  Title used to identify an untitled archive copy 

AVTitleType Subtitle en Additional title Optional part of a title, which – if known – is only given in combination with the main title   

AVTitleType Distribution title en Release title also used for DVD title and VHS title if associated to an AVManifestation. 

AVTitleType Tagline en   
AVTitleType Compilation title en   
AVTitleType n/a en  If the film´s title type is unknown or not covered by the defined terms. 

 

CarrierType 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language ScopeNote 

Original negative CarrierType Original negative en  
Original positive CarrierType Original positive en  
Duplicate negative CarrierType Duplicate negative en  

Duplicate positive CarrierType Duplicate positive en 
also used for 
Lavender 

Image negative CarrierType Image negative en  
Image positive CarrierType Image positive en  
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Sound negative CarrierType Sound negative en  
Sound positive CarrierType Sound positive en  
Reversal negative CarrierType Reversal negative en  
Reversal positive CarrierType Reversal positive en  
Non-film analogue carrier CarrierType Non-film analogue carrier en  
Video tape CarrierType Video tape en  
Digital video tape CarrierType Digital video tape en  
DVD CarrierType DVD en  
Non-film digital carrier CarrierType Non-film digital carrier en  
n/a CarrierType n/a en  
BD CarrierType BD en Blu-ray disc 

 

Colour 

IMC_Term 
Vocabulary_ 
Name Display_Term Language ScopeNote 

Black & White 

Colour 

Black & White 

en 
Any film or other carrier which translates the colour values of the visible world into 
grayscale (black, white, and shades of gray) 

Colour 

Colour 

Colour 

en 
Any film or other carrier which reproduces the color values of the visible world, 
whether by chemical, optical or mechanical means.  

B/W & Colour 

Colour 

B/W & Colour 

en 

The carrier is mostly in b/w but has a few colour parts. If there distinction in the 
source database of what colour value is the one that is used mostly then the term 
"B/W & Colour" shall be applied. 

Colour & B/W  Colour Colour & B/W  en The carrier is mostly in colour but has a few b/w parts. 
n/a Colour n/a en Either another colour type as indicated in this list or unknown. 
Black and white 
(tinted) Colour Black and white (tinted) en  
Black and white 
(toned) Colour Black and white (toned) en  
Black and white 
(tinted and toned) Colour 

Black and white (tinted 
and toned) en  

Tinted Colour Tinted en  
Sepia Colour Sepia en  
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Description Type 

IMC_Term 
Vocabulary_ 
Name Display_Term Language Synonym ScopeNote Ext_Voc Ext_TermID 

Synopsis DescriptionType Synopsis en 
Plot, 
Summary 

A description of a film´s story 
outlining the basic action, 
situations and characters. 

FIAF Glossary of 
Filmographic Terms 2008 FIAF:D.2.2 

Content description DescriptionType 
Content 
description en Abstract 

A short description of a NonAV 
creation.   

Shotlist DescriptionType Shotlist en  

A shot list decribes all shots of a 
film in detail.   

Dialogue DescriptionType Dialogue en  

Portions of a script to be spoken 
by one or more characters. 

FIAF Glossary of 
Filmographic Terms 2008 FIAF:B.4.12 

Review snippet DescriptionType Review snippet en  Excerpt from a review.   

Intertitles DescriptionType Intertitles en  

Text appearing on title cards in the 
body of the film. 

FIAF Glossary of 
Filmographic Terms 2008 FIAF:B.4.18 

Broadcast 
commentary DescriptionType 

Broadcast 
commentary en     

n/a DescriptionType n/a en  

Default value. The description type 
can not be specified or it is not 
covered by the terms of this list.   

 

DurationFormat 

IMC_Format ScopeNote 

HH:MM:SS 
Please provide the duration of each video in this 
format 

 

Form 

IMC_Term 
Vocabulary_ 
Name Display_Term Language Synonym ScopeNote 

Advertising film Form Advertising film en   
Amateur film Form Amateur film en   
Animated film Form Animated film en   
Compilation Form Compilation en   
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Documentary film Form Documentary  en   
Educational film Form Educational film en   
Experimental film Form Experimental film en   
Feature film Form Feature film en   
Loop Form Loop en   
Music video Form Music video en   
n/a Form n/a en   
Newsreel Form Newsreel en   
Outtake Form Outtake en Out  

Serial Form Serial en  

A group of short films usually characterized by the episodic development of a story and  
presented in installments over a period of time. 

Series Form Series en  

A group of films related to one another (e.g. by subject or author), but with each work at  
the same time representing a separate entity with a different title. 

Short film  Form Short film  en  

A motion picture that runs no more than forty minutes. Also used for "short documentary"  
and "short feature film". 

Trailer Form Trailer en Preview, Teaser  
TV film Form TV film en   
TV play Form TV play en   
Video installation Form Video installation en   

 

Gauge 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language ScopeNote 

8 mm Gauge 8 mm en  
8mm film type R Gauge 8mm film type R en Regular 8, Standard 8, 8mm (before 1965) 

8mm film type S Gauge 8mm film type S en Super 8, Single 8 

9,5 mm Gauge 9,5 mm en  
16 mm Gauge 16 mm en used for: Normal 16 / Super 16 

35 mm 

Gauge 

35 mm 

en 

used for: 35 mm silent film, 35 mm-Academy, 35 mm (1,66), 35 mm (1,85), 
CinemaScope, Super 35, Techniscope, Maxivision, Vistavision, Technirama, 
Cinerama, Cinemiracle 

55 mm Gauge 55 mm en  

65 mm 
Gauge 

65 mm 
en 

used for: Panavision Super 70, Todd-AO, Ultra Panavision 70 (MGM Camera 
65), Showscan, IMAX, IMAX HD 

70 mm Gauge 70 mm en used for: DEFA 70, MCS 70, Super panorama, Super panavision 

17,5 mm Gauge 17,5 mm en  
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22 mm Gauge 22 mm en  
28 mm Gauge 28 mm en  
30 mm Gauge 30 mm en  
44,5 mm Gauge 44,5 mm en  
68 mm Gauge 68 mm en  
Special format Gauge Special format en  
n/a Gauge n/a en  

 

Iso639-1LanguageCS 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language 

aa Iso639-1LanguageCS Afar en 

ab Iso639-1LanguageCS Abkhazian en 

ae Iso639-1LanguageCS Avestan en 

af Iso639-1LanguageCS Afrikaans en 

ak Iso639-1LanguageCS Akan en 

am Iso639-1LanguageCS Amharic en 

an Iso639-1LanguageCS Aragonese en 

ar Iso639-1LanguageCS Arabic en 

as Iso639-1LanguageCS Assamese en 

av Iso639-1LanguageCS Avaric en 

ay Iso639-1LanguageCS Aymara en 

az Iso639-1LanguageCS Azerbaijani en 

ba Iso639-1LanguageCS Bashkir en 

be Iso639-1LanguageCS Belarusian en 

bg Iso639-1LanguageCS Bulgarian en 

bh Iso639-1LanguageCS Bihari en 

bi Iso639-1LanguageCS Bislama en 

bm Iso639-1LanguageCS Bambara en 

bn Iso639-1LanguageCS Bengali en 

bo Iso639-1LanguageCS Tibetan en 

br Iso639-1LanguageCS Breton en 

bs Iso639-1LanguageCS Bosnian en 

ca Iso639-1LanguageCS Catalan en 

ce Iso639-1LanguageCS Chechen en 
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ch Iso639-1LanguageCS Chamorro en 

co Iso639-1LanguageCS Corsican en 

cr Iso639-1LanguageCS Cree en 

cs Iso639-1LanguageCS Czech en 

cu Iso639-1LanguageCS Church Slavic en 

cv Iso639-1LanguageCS Chuvash en 

cy Iso639-1LanguageCS Welsh en 

da Iso639-1LanguageCS Danish en 

de Iso639-1LanguageCS German en 

dv Iso639-1LanguageCS Divehi en 

dz Iso639-1LanguageCS Dzongkha en 

ee Iso639-1LanguageCS Ewe en 

el Iso639-1LanguageCS Greek en 

en Iso639-1LanguageCS English en 

eo Iso639-1LanguageCS Esperanto en 

es Iso639-1LanguageCS Spanish en 

et Iso639-1LanguageCS Estonian en 

eu Iso639-1LanguageCS Basque en 

fa Iso639-1LanguageCS Persian en 

ff Iso639-1LanguageCS Fulah en 

fi Iso639-1LanguageCS Finnish en 

fj Iso639-1LanguageCS Fijian en 

fo Iso639-1LanguageCS Faroese en 

fr Iso639-1LanguageCS French en 

fy Iso639-1LanguageCS Western Frisian en 

ga Iso639-1LanguageCS Irish en 

gd Iso639-1LanguageCS Scottish Gaelic en 

gl Iso639-1LanguageCS Galician en 

gn Iso639-1LanguageCS Guaraní en 

gu Iso639-1LanguageCS Gujarati en 

gv Iso639-1LanguageCS Manx en 

ha Iso639-1LanguageCS Hausa en 

he Iso639-1LanguageCS Hebrew en 

hi Iso639-1LanguageCS Hindi en 

ho Iso639-1LanguageCS Hiri Motu en 

hr Iso639-1LanguageCS Croatian en 
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ht Iso639-1LanguageCS Haitian en 

hu Iso639-1LanguageCS Hungarian en 

hy Iso639-1LanguageCS Armenian en 

hz Iso639-1LanguageCS Herero en 

ia Iso639-1LanguageCS 
Interlingua (International Auxiliary Language 
Association) en 

id Iso639-1LanguageCS Indonesian en 

ie Iso639-1LanguageCS Interlingue en 

ig Iso639-1LanguageCS Igbo en 

ii Iso639-1LanguageCS Sichuan Yi en 

ik Iso639-1LanguageCS Inupiaq en 

io Iso639-1LanguageCS Ido en 

is Iso639-1LanguageCS Icelandic en 

it Iso639-1LanguageCS Italian en 

iu Iso639-1LanguageCS Inuktitut en 

ja Iso639-1LanguageCS Japanese en 

jv Iso639-1LanguageCS Javanese en 

ka Iso639-1LanguageCS Georgian en 

kg Iso639-1LanguageCS Kongo en 

ki Iso639-1LanguageCS Kikuyu en 

kj Iso639-1LanguageCS Kwanyama en 

kk Iso639-1LanguageCS Kazakh en 

kl Iso639-1LanguageCS Kalaallisut en 

km Iso639-1LanguageCS Khmer en 

kn Iso639-1LanguageCS Kannada en 

ko Iso639-1LanguageCS Korean en 

kr Iso639-1LanguageCS Kanuri en 

ks Iso639-1LanguageCS Kashmiri en 

ku Iso639-1LanguageCS Kurdish en 

kv Iso639-1LanguageCS Komi en 

kw Iso639-1LanguageCS Cornish en 

ky Iso639-1LanguageCS Kirghiz en 

la Iso639-1LanguageCS Latin en 

lb Iso639-1LanguageCS Luxembourgish en 

lg Iso639-1LanguageCS Ganda en 

li Iso639-1LanguageCS Limburgish en 
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ln Iso639-1LanguageCS Lingala en 

lo Iso639-1LanguageCS Lao en 

lt Iso639-1LanguageCS Lithuanian en 

lu Iso639-1LanguageCS Luba-Katanga en 

lv Iso639-1LanguageCS Latvian en 

mg Iso639-1LanguageCS Malagasy en 

mh Iso639-1LanguageCS Marshallese en 

mi Iso639-1LanguageCS Māori en 

mk Iso639-1LanguageCS Macedonian en 

ml Iso639-1LanguageCS Malayalam en 

mn Iso639-1LanguageCS Mongolian en 

mr Iso639-1LanguageCS Marathi en 

ms Iso639-1LanguageCS Malay en 

mt Iso639-1LanguageCS Maltese en 

my Iso639-1LanguageCS Burmese en 

na Iso639-1LanguageCS Nauru en 

nb Iso639-1LanguageCS Norwegian Bokmål en 

nd Iso639-1LanguageCS North Ndebele en 

ne Iso639-1LanguageCS Nepali en 

ng Iso639-1LanguageCS Ndonga en 

nl Iso639-1LanguageCS Dutch en 

nn Iso639-1LanguageCS Norwegian Nynorsk en 

no Iso639-1LanguageCS Norwegian en 

nr Iso639-1LanguageCS South Ndebele en 

nv Iso639-1LanguageCS Navajo en 

ny Iso639-1LanguageCS Chichewa en 

oc Iso639-1LanguageCS Occitan en 

oj Iso639-1LanguageCS Ojibwa en 

om Iso639-1LanguageCS Oromo en 

or Iso639-1LanguageCS Oriya en 

os Iso639-1LanguageCS Ossetian en 

pa Iso639-1LanguageCS Panjabi en 

pi Iso639-1LanguageCS Pāli en 

pl Iso639-1LanguageCS Polish en 

ps Iso639-1LanguageCS Pashto en 

pt Iso639-1LanguageCS Portuguese en 
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qu Iso639-1LanguageCS Quechua en 

rm Iso639-1LanguageCS Raeto-Romance en 

rn Iso639-1LanguageCS Kirundi en 

ro Iso639-1LanguageCS Romanian en 

ru Iso639-1LanguageCS Russian en 

rw Iso639-1LanguageCS Kinyarwanda en 

sa Iso639-1LanguageCS Sanskrit en 

sc Iso639-1LanguageCS Sardinian en 

sd Iso639-1LanguageCS Sindhi en 

se Iso639-1LanguageCS Northern Sami en 

sg Iso639-1LanguageCS Sango en 

si Iso639-1LanguageCS Sinhala en 

sk Iso639-1LanguageCS Slovak en 

sl Iso639-1LanguageCS Slovenian en 

sm Iso639-1LanguageCS Samoan en 

sn Iso639-1LanguageCS Shona en 

so Iso639-1LanguageCS Somali en 

sq Iso639-1LanguageCS Albanian en 

sr Iso639-1LanguageCS Serbian en 

ss Iso639-1LanguageCS Swati en 

st Iso639-1LanguageCS Southern Sotho en 

su Iso639-1LanguageCS Sundanese en 

sv Iso639-1LanguageCS Swedish en 

sw Iso639-1LanguageCS Swahili en 

ta Iso639-1LanguageCS Tamil en 

te Iso639-1LanguageCS Telugu en 

tg Iso639-1LanguageCS Tajik en 

th Iso639-1LanguageCS Thai en 

ti Iso639-1LanguageCS Tigrinya en 

tk Iso639-1LanguageCS Turkmen en 

tl Iso639-1LanguageCS Tagalog en 

tn Iso639-1LanguageCS Tswana en 

to Iso639-1LanguageCS Tonga en 

tr Iso639-1LanguageCS Turkish en 

ts Iso639-1LanguageCS Tsonga en 

tt Iso639-1LanguageCS Tatar en 
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tw Iso639-1LanguageCS Twi en 

ty Iso639-1LanguageCS Tahitian en 

ug Iso639-1LanguageCS Uighur en 

uk Iso639-1LanguageCS Ukrainian en 

ur Iso639-1LanguageCS Urdu en 

uz Iso639-1LanguageCS Uzbek en 

ve Iso639-1LanguageCS Venda en 

vi Iso639-1LanguageCS Vietnamese en 

vo Iso639-1LanguageCS Volapük en 

wa Iso639-1LanguageCS Walloon en 

wo Iso639-1LanguageCS Wolof en 

xh Iso639-1LanguageCS Xhosa en 

yi Iso639-1LanguageCS Yiddish en 

yo Iso639-1LanguageCS Yoruba en 

za Iso639-1LanguageCS Zhuang en 

zh Iso639-1LanguageCS Chinese en 

zu Iso639-1LanguageCS Zulu en 

ud Iso639-1LanguageCS Undefined en 

 

Iso639-2LanguageCS 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language 

ace Iso639-2LanguageCS Achinese en 

ach Iso639-2LanguageCS Acoli en 

ada Iso639-2LanguageCS Adangme en 

ady Iso639-2LanguageCS Adyghe; Adygei en 

afa Iso639-2LanguageCS Afro-Asiatic languages en 

afh Iso639-2LanguageCS Afrihili en 

ain Iso639-2LanguageCS Ainu en 

akk Iso639-2LanguageCS Akkadian en 

ale Iso639-2LanguageCS Aleut en 

alg Iso639-2LanguageCS Algonquian languages en 

alt Iso639-2LanguageCS Southern Altai en 

ang Iso639-2LanguageCS English, Old (ca.450-1100) en 

anp Iso639-2LanguageCS Angika en 
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apa Iso639-2LanguageCS Apache languages en 

arc Iso639-2LanguageCS 
Official Aramaic (700-300 BCE); Imperial Aramaic (700-300 
BCE) en 

arn Iso639-2LanguageCS Mapudungun; Mapuche en 

arp Iso639-2LanguageCS Arapaho en 

art Iso639-2LanguageCS Artificial languages en 

arw Iso639-2LanguageCS Arawak en 

ast Iso639-2LanguageCS Asturian; Bable; Leonese; Asturleonese en 

ath Iso639-2LanguageCS Athapascan languages en 

aus Iso639-2LanguageCS Australian languages en 

awa Iso639-2LanguageCS Awadhi en 

bad Iso639-2LanguageCS Banda languages en 

bai Iso639-2LanguageCS Bamileke languages en 

bal Iso639-2LanguageCS Baluchi en 

ban Iso639-2LanguageCS Balinese en 

bas Iso639-2LanguageCS Basa en 

bat Iso639-2LanguageCS Baltic languages en 

bej Iso639-2LanguageCS Beja; Bedawiyet en 

bem Iso639-2LanguageCS Bemba en 

ber Iso639-2LanguageCS Berber languages en 

bho Iso639-2LanguageCS Bhojpuri en 

bih Iso639-2LanguageCS Bihari languages en 

bik Iso639-2LanguageCS Bikol en 

bin Iso639-2LanguageCS Bini; Edo en 

bla Iso639-2LanguageCS Siksika en 

bnt Iso639-2LanguageCS Bantu languages en 

bra Iso639-2LanguageCS Braj en 

btk Iso639-2LanguageCS Batak languages en 

bua Iso639-2LanguageCS Buriat en 

bug Iso639-2LanguageCS Buginese en 

byn Iso639-2LanguageCS Blin; Bilin en 

cad Iso639-2LanguageCS Caddo en 

cai Iso639-2LanguageCS Central American Indian languages en 

car Iso639-2LanguageCS Galibi Carib en 

cat Iso639-2LanguageCS Catalan; Valencian en 

cau Iso639-2LanguageCS Caucasian languages en 
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ceb Iso639-2LanguageCS Cebuano en 

cel Iso639-2LanguageCS Celtic languages en 

chb Iso639-2LanguageCS Chibcha en 

chg Iso639-2LanguageCS Chagatai en 

chk Iso639-2LanguageCS Chuukese en 

chm Iso639-2LanguageCS Mari en 

chn Iso639-2LanguageCS Chinook jargon en 

cho Iso639-2LanguageCS Choctaw en 

chp Iso639-2LanguageCS Chipewyan; Dene Suline en 

chr Iso639-2LanguageCS Cherokee en 

chu Iso639-2LanguageCS 
Church Slavic; Old Slavonic; Church Slavonic; Old Bulgarian; 
Old Church Slavonic en 

chy Iso639-2LanguageCS Cheyenne en 

cmc Iso639-2LanguageCS Chamic languages en 

cop Iso639-2LanguageCS Coptic en 

cpe Iso639-2LanguageCS Creoles and pidgins, English based en 

cpf Iso639-2LanguageCS Creoles and pidgins, French-based en 

cpp Iso639-2LanguageCS Creoles and pidgins, Portuguese-based en 

crh Iso639-2LanguageCS Crimean Tatar; Crimean Turkish en 

crp Iso639-2LanguageCS Creoles and pidgins en 

csb Iso639-2LanguageCS Kashubian en 

cus Iso639-2LanguageCS Cushitic languages en 

dak Iso639-2LanguageCS Dakota en 

dar Iso639-2LanguageCS Dargwa en 

day Iso639-2LanguageCS Land Dayak languages en 

del Iso639-2LanguageCS Delaware en 

den Iso639-2LanguageCS Slave (Athapascan) en 

dgr Iso639-2LanguageCS Dogrib en 

din Iso639-2LanguageCS Dinka en 

div Iso639-2LanguageCS Divehi; Dhivehi; Maldivian en 

doi Iso639-2LanguageCS Dogri en 

dra Iso639-2LanguageCS Dravidian languages en 

dsb Iso639-2LanguageCS Lower Sorbian en 

dua Iso639-2LanguageCS Duala en 

dum Iso639-2LanguageCS Dutch, Middle (ca.1050-1350) en 

dyu Iso639-2LanguageCS Dyula en 
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efi Iso639-2LanguageCS Efik en 

egy Iso639-2LanguageCS Egyptian (Ancient) en 

eka Iso639-2LanguageCS Ekajuk en 

elx Iso639-2LanguageCS Elamite en 

enm Iso639-2LanguageCS English, Middle (1100-1500) en 

ewo Iso639-2LanguageCS Ewondo en 

fan Iso639-2LanguageCS Fang en 

fat Iso639-2LanguageCS Fanti en 

fil Iso639-2LanguageCS Filipino; Pilipino en 

fiu Iso639-2LanguageCS Finno-Ugrian languages en 

fon Iso639-2LanguageCS Fon en 

frm Iso639-2LanguageCS French, Middle (ca.1400-1600) en 

fro Iso639-2LanguageCS French, Old (842-ca.1400) en 

frr Iso639-2LanguageCS Northern Frisian en 

frs Iso639-2LanguageCS Eastern Frisian en 

fur Iso639-2LanguageCS Friulian en 

gaa Iso639-2LanguageCS Ga en 

gay Iso639-2LanguageCS Gayo en 

gba Iso639-2LanguageCS Gbaya en 

gem Iso639-2LanguageCS Germanic languages en 

gez Iso639-2LanguageCS Geez en 

gil Iso639-2LanguageCS Gilbertese en 

gla Iso639-2LanguageCS Gaelic; Scottish Gaelic en 

gmh Iso639-2LanguageCS German, Middle High (ca.1050-1500) en 

goh Iso639-2LanguageCS German, Old High (ca.750-1050) en 

gon Iso639-2LanguageCS Gondi en 

gor Iso639-2LanguageCS Gorontalo en 

got Iso639-2LanguageCS Gothic en 

grb Iso639-2LanguageCS Grebo en 

grc Iso639-2LanguageCS Greek, Ancient (to 1453) en 

gre (B) Iso639-2LanguageCS Greek, Modern (1453-) en 

ell (T) Iso639-2LanguageCS Greek, Modern (1453-) en 

gsw Iso639-2LanguageCS Swiss German; Alemannic; Alsatian en 

gwi Iso639-2LanguageCS Gwich'in en 

hai Iso639-2LanguageCS Haida en 

hat Iso639-2LanguageCS Haitian; Haitian Creole en 
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haw Iso639-2LanguageCS Hawaiian en 

hil Iso639-2LanguageCS Hiligaynon en 

him Iso639-2LanguageCS Himachali languages; Western Pahari languages en 

hit Iso639-2LanguageCS Hittite en 

hmn Iso639-2LanguageCS Hmong en 

hsb Iso639-2LanguageCS Upper Sorbian en 

hup Iso639-2LanguageCS Hupa en 

iba Iso639-2LanguageCS Iban en 

iii Iso639-2LanguageCS Sichuan Yi; Nuosu en 

ijo Iso639-2LanguageCS Ijo languages en 

ile Iso639-2LanguageCS Interlingue; Occidental en 

ilo Iso639-2LanguageCS Iloko en 

inc Iso639-2LanguageCS Indic languages en 

ine Iso639-2LanguageCS Indo-European languages en 

inh Iso639-2LanguageCS Ingush en 

ira Iso639-2LanguageCS Iranian languages en 

iro Iso639-2LanguageCS Iroquoian languages en 

jbo Iso639-2LanguageCS Lojban en 

jpr Iso639-2LanguageCS Judeo-Persian en 

jrb Iso639-2LanguageCS Judeo-Arabic en 

kaa Iso639-2LanguageCS Kara-Kalpak en 

kab Iso639-2LanguageCS Kabyle en 

kac Iso639-2LanguageCS Kachin; Jingpho en 

kal Iso639-2LanguageCS Kalaallisut; Greenlandic en 

kam Iso639-2LanguageCS Kamba en 

kar Iso639-2LanguageCS Karen languages en 

kaw Iso639-2LanguageCS Kawi en 

kbd Iso639-2LanguageCS Kabardian en 

kha Iso639-2LanguageCS Khasi en 

khi Iso639-2LanguageCS Khoisan languages en 

khm Iso639-2LanguageCS Central Khmer en 

kho Iso639-2LanguageCS Khotanese; Sakan en 

kik Iso639-2LanguageCS Kikuyu; Gikuyu en 

kir Iso639-2LanguageCS Kirghiz; Kyrgyz en 

kmb Iso639-2LanguageCS Kimbundu en 

kok Iso639-2LanguageCS Konkani en 
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kos Iso639-2LanguageCS Kosraean en 

kpe Iso639-2LanguageCS Kpelle en 

krc Iso639-2LanguageCS Karachay-Balkar en 

krl Iso639-2LanguageCS Karelian en 

kro Iso639-2LanguageCS Kru languages en 

kru Iso639-2LanguageCS Kurukh en 

kua Iso639-2LanguageCS Kuanyama; Kwanyama en 

kum Iso639-2LanguageCS Kumyk en 

kut Iso639-2LanguageCS Kutenai en 

lad Iso639-2LanguageCS Ladino en 

lah Iso639-2LanguageCS Lahnda en 

lam Iso639-2LanguageCS Lamba en 

lez Iso639-2LanguageCS Lezghian en 

lim Iso639-2LanguageCS Limburgan; Limburger; Limburgish en 

lol Iso639-2LanguageCS Mongo en 

loz Iso639-2LanguageCS Lozi en 

ltz Iso639-2LanguageCS Luxembourgish; Letzeburgesch en 

lua Iso639-2LanguageCS Luba-Lulua en 

lui Iso639-2LanguageCS Luiseno en 

lun Iso639-2LanguageCS Lunda en 

luo Iso639-2LanguageCS Luo (Kenya and Tanzania) en 

lus Iso639-2LanguageCS Lushai en 

mad Iso639-2LanguageCS Madurese en 

mag Iso639-2LanguageCS Magahi en 

mai Iso639-2LanguageCS Maithili en 

mak Iso639-2LanguageCS Makasar en 

man Iso639-2LanguageCS Mandingo en 

map Iso639-2LanguageCS Austronesian languages en 

mas Iso639-2LanguageCS Masai en 

mdf Iso639-2LanguageCS Moksha en 

mdr Iso639-2LanguageCS Mandar en 

men Iso639-2LanguageCS Mende en 

mga Iso639-2LanguageCS Irish, Middle (900-1200) en 

mic Iso639-2LanguageCS Mi'kmaq; Micmac en 

min Iso639-2LanguageCS Minangkabau en 

mis Iso639-2LanguageCS Uncoded languages en 
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mkh Iso639-2LanguageCS Mon-Khmer languages en 

mnc Iso639-2LanguageCS Manchu en 

mni Iso639-2LanguageCS Manipuri en 

mno Iso639-2LanguageCS Manobo languages en 

moh Iso639-2LanguageCS Mohawk en 

mos Iso639-2LanguageCS Mossi en 

mul Iso639-2LanguageCS Multiple languages en 

mun Iso639-2LanguageCS Munda languages en 

mus Iso639-2LanguageCS Creek en 

mwl Iso639-2LanguageCS Mirandese en 

mwr Iso639-2LanguageCS Marwari en 

myn Iso639-2LanguageCS Mayan languages en 

myv Iso639-2LanguageCS Erzya en 

nah Iso639-2LanguageCS Nahuatl languages en 

nai Iso639-2LanguageCS North American Indian languages en 

nap Iso639-2LanguageCS Neapolitan en 

nav Iso639-2LanguageCS Navajo; Navaho en 

nbl Iso639-2LanguageCS Ndebele, South; South Ndebele en 

nde Iso639-2LanguageCS Ndebele, North; North Ndebele en 

nds Iso639-2LanguageCS Low German; Low Saxon; German, Low; Saxon, Low en 

new Iso639-2LanguageCS Nepal Bhasa; Newari en 

nia Iso639-2LanguageCS Nias en 

nic Iso639-2LanguageCS Niger-Kordofanian languages en 

niu Iso639-2LanguageCS Niuean en 

dut (B) Iso639-2LanguageCS Dutch; Flemish en 

nld (T) Iso639-2LanguageCS Dutch; Flemish en 

nno Iso639-2LanguageCS Norwegian Nynorsk; Nynorsk, Norwegian en 

nob Iso639-2LanguageCS Bokmål, Norwegian; Norwegian Bokmål en 

nog Iso639-2LanguageCS Nogai en 

non Iso639-2LanguageCS Norse, Old en 

nqo Iso639-2LanguageCS N'Ko en 

nso Iso639-2LanguageCS Pedi; Sepedi; Northern Sotho en 

nub Iso639-2LanguageCS Nubian languages en 

nwc Iso639-2LanguageCS Classical Newari; Old Newari; Classical Nepal Bhasa en 

nya Iso639-2LanguageCS Chichewa; Chewa; Nyanja en 

nym Iso639-2LanguageCS Nyamwezi en 
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nyn Iso639-2LanguageCS Nyankole en 

nyo Iso639-2LanguageCS Nyoro en 

nzi Iso639-2LanguageCS Nzima en 

oci Iso639-2LanguageCS Occitan (post 1500) en 

osa Iso639-2LanguageCS Osage en 

oss Iso639-2LanguageCS Ossetian; Ossetic en 

ota Iso639-2LanguageCS Turkish, Ottoman (1500-1928) en 

oto Iso639-2LanguageCS Otomian languages en 

paa Iso639-2LanguageCS Papuan languages en 

pag Iso639-2LanguageCS Pangasinan en 

pal Iso639-2LanguageCS Pahlavi en 

pam Iso639-2LanguageCS Pampanga; Kapampangan en 

pan Iso639-2LanguageCS Panjabi; Punjabi en 

pap Iso639-2LanguageCS Papiamento en 

pau Iso639-2LanguageCS Palauan en 

peo Iso639-2LanguageCS Persian, Old (ca.600-400 B.C.) en 

phi Iso639-2LanguageCS Philippine languages en 

phn Iso639-2LanguageCS Phoenician en 

pon Iso639-2LanguageCS Pohnpeian en 

pra Iso639-2LanguageCS Prakrit languages en 

pro Iso639-2LanguageCS Provençal, Old (to 1500);Occitan, Old (to 1500) en 

pus Iso639-2LanguageCS Pushto; Pashto en 

qaa-qtz Iso639-2LanguageCS Reserved for local use en 

raj Iso639-2LanguageCS Rajasthani en 

rap Iso639-2LanguageCS Rapanui en 

rar Iso639-2LanguageCS Rarotongan; Cook Islands Maori en 

roa Iso639-2LanguageCS Romance languages en 

roh Iso639-2LanguageCS Romansh en 

rom Iso639-2LanguageCS Romany en 

rum (B) Iso639-2LanguageCS Romanian; Moldavian; Moldovan en 

ron (T) Iso639-2LanguageCS Romanian; Moldavian; Moldovan en 

run Iso639-2LanguageCS Rundi en 

rup Iso639-2LanguageCS Aromanian; Arumanian; Macedo-Romanian en 

sad Iso639-2LanguageCS Sandawe en 

sah Iso639-2LanguageCS Yakut en 

sai Iso639-2LanguageCS South American Indian languages en 
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sal Iso639-2LanguageCS Salishan languages en 

sam Iso639-2LanguageCS Samaritan Aramaic en 

sas Iso639-2LanguageCS Sasak en 

sat Iso639-2LanguageCS Santali en 

scn Iso639-2LanguageCS Sicilian en 

sco Iso639-2LanguageCS Scots en 

sel Iso639-2LanguageCS Selkup en 

sem Iso639-2LanguageCS Semitic languages en 

sga Iso639-2LanguageCS Irish, Old (to 900) en 

sgn Iso639-2LanguageCS Sign Languages en 

shn Iso639-2LanguageCS Shan en 

sid Iso639-2LanguageCS Sidamo en 

sin Iso639-2LanguageCS Sinhala; Sinhalese en 

sio Iso639-2LanguageCS Siouan languages en 

sit Iso639-2LanguageCS Sino-Tibetan languages en 

sla Iso639-2LanguageCS Slavic languages en 

sma Iso639-2LanguageCS Southern Sami en 

smi Iso639-2LanguageCS Sami languages en 

smj Iso639-2LanguageCS Lule Sami en 

smn Iso639-2LanguageCS Inari Sami en 

sms Iso639-2LanguageCS Skolt Sami en 

snk Iso639-2LanguageCS Soninke en 

sog Iso639-2LanguageCS Sogdian en 

son Iso639-2LanguageCS Songhai languages en 

sot Iso639-2LanguageCS Sotho, Southern en 

spa Iso639-2LanguageCS Spanish; Castilian en 

srn Iso639-2LanguageCS Sranan Tongo en 

srr Iso639-2LanguageCS Serer en 

ssa Iso639-2LanguageCS Nilo-Saharan languages en 

suk Iso639-2LanguageCS Sukuma en 

sus Iso639-2LanguageCS Susu en 

sux Iso639-2LanguageCS Sumerian en 

syc Iso639-2LanguageCS Classical Syriac en 

syr Iso639-2LanguageCS Syriac en 

tai Iso639-2LanguageCS Tai languages en 

tem Iso639-2LanguageCS Timne en 
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ter Iso639-2LanguageCS Tereno en 

tet Iso639-2LanguageCS Tetum en 

tig Iso639-2LanguageCS Tigre en 

tiv Iso639-2LanguageCS Tiv en 

tkl Iso639-2LanguageCS Tokelau en 

tlh Iso639-2LanguageCS Klingon; tlhIngan-Hol en 

tli Iso639-2LanguageCS Tlingit en 

tmh Iso639-2LanguageCS Tamashek en 

tog Iso639-2LanguageCS Tonga (Nyasa) en 

ton Iso639-2LanguageCS Tonga (Tonga Islands) en 

tpi Iso639-2LanguageCS Tok Pisin en 

tsi Iso639-2LanguageCS Tsimshian en 

tum Iso639-2LanguageCS Tumbuka en 

tup Iso639-2LanguageCS Tupi languages en 

tut Iso639-2LanguageCS Altaic languages en 

tvl Iso639-2LanguageCS Tuvalu en 

tyv Iso639-2LanguageCS Tuvinian en 

udm Iso639-2LanguageCS Udmurt en 

uga Iso639-2LanguageCS Ugaritic en 

uig Iso639-2LanguageCS Uighur; Uyghur en 

umb Iso639-2LanguageCS Umbundu en 

und Iso639-2LanguageCS Undetermined en 

vai Iso639-2LanguageCS Vai en 

vot Iso639-2LanguageCS Votic en 

wak Iso639-2LanguageCS Wakashan languages en 

wal Iso639-2LanguageCS Wolaitta; Wolaytta en 

war Iso639-2LanguageCS Waray en 

was Iso639-2LanguageCS Washo en 

wen Iso639-2LanguageCS Sorbian languages en 

xal Iso639-2LanguageCS Kalmyk; Oirat en 

yao Iso639-2LanguageCS Yao en 

yap Iso639-2LanguageCS Yapese en 

ypk Iso639-2LanguageCS Yupik languages en 

zap Iso639-2LanguageCS Zapotec en 

zbl Iso639-2LanguageCS Blissymbols; Blissymbolics; Bliss en 

zen Iso639-2LanguageCS Zenaga en 
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zha Iso639-2LanguageCS Zhuang; Chuang en 

znd Iso639-2LanguageCS Zande languages en 

zun Iso639-2LanguageCS Zuni en 

zxx Iso639-2LanguageCS No linguistic content; Not applicable en 

zza Iso639-2LanguageCS Zaza; Dimili; Dimli; Kirdki; Kirmanjki; Zazaki en 

n/a Iso639-2LanguageCS n/a en 

 

Iso3166-1CountryCS 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language 

AD Iso3166-1CountryCS Andorra en 

AE Iso3166-1CountryCS United Arab Emirates en 

AF Iso3166-1CountryCS Afghanistan en 

AG Iso3166-1CountryCS Antigua and Barbuda en 

AI Iso3166-1CountryCS Anguilla en 

AL Iso3166-1CountryCS Albania en 

AM Iso3166-1CountryCS Armenia en 

AO Iso3166-1CountryCS Angola en 

AQ Iso3166-1CountryCS Antarctica en 

AR Iso3166-1CountryCS Argentina en 

AS Iso3166-1CountryCS American Samoa en 

AT Iso3166-1CountryCS Austria en 

AU Iso3166-1CountryCS Australia en 

AW Iso3166-1CountryCS Aruba en 

AX Iso3166-1CountryCS Aland Islands en 

AZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Azerbaijan en 

BA Iso3166-1CountryCS Bosnia and Herzegovina en 

BB Iso3166-1CountryCS Barbados en 

BD Iso3166-1CountryCS Bangladesh en 

BE Iso3166-1CountryCS Belgium en 

BF Iso3166-1CountryCS Burkina Faso en 

BG Iso3166-1CountryCS Bulgaria en 

BH Iso3166-1CountryCS Bahrain en 

BI Iso3166-1CountryCS Burundi en 

BJ Iso3166-1CountryCS Benin en 
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BL Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Barthélemy en 

BM Iso3166-1CountryCS Bermuda en 

BN Iso3166-1CountryCS Brunei Darussalam en 

BO Iso3166-1CountryCS Bolivia, Plurinational State of en 

BR Iso3166-1CountryCS Brazil en 

BS Iso3166-1CountryCS Bahamas en 

BT Iso3166-1CountryCS Bhutan en 

BV Iso3166-1CountryCS Bouvet Island en 

BW Iso3166-1CountryCS Botswana en 

BY Iso3166-1CountryCS Belarus en 

BZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Belize en 

CA Iso3166-1CountryCS Canada en 

CC Iso3166-1CountryCS Cocos (Keeling) Islands en 

CD Iso3166-1CountryCS Congo, the Democratic Republic of the en 

CF Iso3166-1CountryCS Central African Republic en 

CG Iso3166-1CountryCS Congo en 

CH Iso3166-1CountryCS Switzerland en 

CI Iso3166-1CountryCS Cote d'Ivoire en 

CK Iso3166-1CountryCS Cook Islands en 

CL Iso3166-1CountryCS Chile en 

CM Iso3166-1CountryCS Cameroon en 

CN Iso3166-1CountryCS China en 

CO Iso3166-1CountryCS Colombia en 

CR Iso3166-1CountryCS Costa Rica en 

CU Iso3166-1CountryCS Cuba en 

CV Iso3166-1CountryCS Cape Verde en 

CX Iso3166-1CountryCS Christmas Island en 

CY Iso3166-1CountryCS Cyprus en 

CZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Czech Republic en 

DE Iso3166-1CountryCS Germany en 

DJ Iso3166-1CountryCS Djibouti en 

DK Iso3166-1CountryCS Denmark en 

DM Iso3166-1CountryCS Dominica en 

DO Iso3166-1CountryCS Dominican Republic en 

DZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Algeria en 

EC Iso3166-1CountryCS Ecuador en 
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EE Iso3166-1CountryCS Estonia en 

EG Iso3166-1CountryCS Egypt en 

EH Iso3166-1CountryCS Western Sahara en 

ER Iso3166-1CountryCS Eritrea en 

ES Iso3166-1CountryCS Spain en 

ET Iso3166-1CountryCS Ethiopia en 

FI Iso3166-1CountryCS Finland en 

FJ Iso3166-1CountryCS Fiji en 

FK Iso3166-1CountryCS Falkland Islands (Malvinas) en 

FM Iso3166-1CountryCS Micronesia, Federated States of en 

FO Iso3166-1CountryCS Faroe Islands en 

FR Iso3166-1CountryCS France en 

GA Iso3166-1CountryCS Gabon en 

GB Iso3166-1CountryCS United Kingdom en 

GD Iso3166-1CountryCS Grenada en 

GE Iso3166-1CountryCS Georgia en 

GF Iso3166-1CountryCS French Guiana en 

GG Iso3166-1CountryCS Guernsey en 

GH Iso3166-1CountryCS Ghana en 

GI Iso3166-1CountryCS Gibraltar en 

GL Iso3166-1CountryCS Greenland en 

GM Iso3166-1CountryCS Gambia en 

GN Iso3166-1CountryCS Guinea en 

GP Iso3166-1CountryCS Guadeloupe en 

GQ Iso3166-1CountryCS Equatorial Guinea en 

GR Iso3166-1CountryCS Greece en 

GS Iso3166-1CountryCS 
South Georgia and the South Sandwich 
Islands en 

GT Iso3166-1CountryCS Guatemala en 

GU Iso3166-1CountryCS Guam en 

GW Iso3166-1CountryCS Guinea-Bissau en 

GY Iso3166-1CountryCS Guyana en 

HK Iso3166-1CountryCS Hong Kong en 

HM Iso3166-1CountryCS Heard Island and McDonald Islands en 

HN Iso3166-1CountryCS Honduras en 

HR Iso3166-1CountryCS Croatia en 
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HT Iso3166-1CountryCS Haiti en 

HU Iso3166-1CountryCS Hungary en 

ID Iso3166-1CountryCS Indonesia en 

IE Iso3166-1CountryCS Ireland en 

IL Iso3166-1CountryCS Israel en 

IM Iso3166-1CountryCS Isle of Man en 

IN Iso3166-1CountryCS India en 

IO Iso3166-1CountryCS British Indian Ocean Territory en 

IQ Iso3166-1CountryCS Iraq en 

IR Iso3166-1CountryCS Iran, Islamic Republic of en 

IS Iso3166-1CountryCS Iceland en 

IT Iso3166-1CountryCS Italy en 

JE Iso3166-1CountryCS Jersey en 

JM Iso3166-1CountryCS Jamaica en 

JO Iso3166-1CountryCS Jordan en 

JP Iso3166-1CountryCS Japan en 

KE Iso3166-1CountryCS Kenya en 

KG Iso3166-1CountryCS Kyrgyzstan en 

KH Iso3166-1CountryCS Cambodia en 

KI Iso3166-1CountryCS Kiribati en 

KM Iso3166-1CountryCS Comoros en 

KN Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Kitts and Nevis en 

KP Iso3166-1CountryCS Korea, Democratic People's Republic of en 

KR Iso3166-1CountryCS Korea, Republic of en 

KW Iso3166-1CountryCS Kuwait en 

KY Iso3166-1CountryCS Cayman Islands en 

KZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Kazakhstan en 

LA Iso3166-1CountryCS Lao People's Democratic Republic en 

LB Iso3166-1CountryCS Lebanon en 

LC Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Lucia en 

LI Iso3166-1CountryCS Liechtenstein en 

LK Iso3166-1CountryCS Sri Lanka en 

LR Iso3166-1CountryCS Liberia en 

LS Iso3166-1CountryCS Lesotho en 

LT Iso3166-1CountryCS Lithuania en 

LU Iso3166-1CountryCS Luxembourg en 
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LV Iso3166-1CountryCS Latvia en 

LY Iso3166-1CountryCS Libyan Arab Jamahiriya en 

MA Iso3166-1CountryCS Morocco en 

MC Iso3166-1CountryCS Monaco en 

MD Iso3166-1CountryCS Moldova, Republic of en 

ME Iso3166-1CountryCS Montenegro en 

MF Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Martin (French part) en 

MG Iso3166-1CountryCS Madagascar en 

MH Iso3166-1CountryCS Marshall Islands en 

MK Iso3166-1CountryCS Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of en 

ML Iso3166-1CountryCS Mali en 

MM Iso3166-1CountryCS Myanmar en 

MN Iso3166-1CountryCS Mongolia en 

MO Iso3166-1CountryCS Macao en 

MP Iso3166-1CountryCS Northern Mariana Islands en 

MQ Iso3166-1CountryCS Martinique en 

MR Iso3166-1CountryCS Mauritania en 

MS Iso3166-1CountryCS Montserrat en 

MT Iso3166-1CountryCS Malta en 

MU Iso3166-1CountryCS Mauritius en 

MV Iso3166-1CountryCS Maldives en 

MW Iso3166-1CountryCS Malawi en 

MX Iso3166-1CountryCS Mexico en 

MY Iso3166-1CountryCS Malaysia en 

MZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Mozambique en 

NA Iso3166-1CountryCS Namibia en 

NC Iso3166-1CountryCS New Caledonia en 

NE Iso3166-1CountryCS Niger en 

NF Iso3166-1CountryCS Norfolk Island en 

NG Iso3166-1CountryCS Nigeria en 

NI Iso3166-1CountryCS Nicaragua en 

NL Iso3166-1CountryCS Netherlands en 

NO Iso3166-1CountryCS Norway en 

NP Iso3166-1CountryCS Nepal en 

NR Iso3166-1CountryCS Nauru en 

NU Iso3166-1CountryCS Niue en 
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NZ Iso3166-1CountryCS New Zealand en 

OM Iso3166-1CountryCS Oman en 

PA Iso3166-1CountryCS Panama en 

PE Iso3166-1CountryCS Peru en 

PF Iso3166-1CountryCS French Polynesia en 

PG Iso3166-1CountryCS Papua New Guinea en 

PH Iso3166-1CountryCS Philippines en 

PK Iso3166-1CountryCS Pakistan en 

PL Iso3166-1CountryCS Poland en 

PM Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Pierre and Miquelon en 

PN Iso3166-1CountryCS Pitcairn en 

PR Iso3166-1CountryCS Puerto Rico en 

PS Iso3166-1CountryCS Palestinian Territory, Occupied en 

PT Iso3166-1CountryCS Portugal en 

PW Iso3166-1CountryCS Palau en 

PY Iso3166-1CountryCS Paraguay en 

QA Iso3166-1CountryCS Qatar en 

RE Iso3166-1CountryCS ReunionRéunion en 

RO Iso3166-1CountryCS Romania en 

RS Iso3166-1CountryCS Serbia en 

RU Iso3166-1CountryCS Russian Federation en 

RW Iso3166-1CountryCS Rwanda en 

SA Iso3166-1CountryCS Saudi Arabia en 

SB Iso3166-1CountryCS Solomon Islands en 

SC Iso3166-1CountryCS Seychelles en 

SD Iso3166-1CountryCS Sudan en 

SE Iso3166-1CountryCS Sweden en 

SG Iso3166-1CountryCS Singapore en 

SH Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Helena en 

SI Iso3166-1CountryCS Slovenia en 

SJ Iso3166-1CountryCS Svalbard and Jan Mayen en 

SK Iso3166-1CountryCS Slovakia en 

SL Iso3166-1CountryCS Sierra Leone en 

SM Iso3166-1CountryCS San Marino en 

SN Iso3166-1CountryCS Senegal en 

SO Iso3166-1CountryCS Somalia en 
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SR Iso3166-1CountryCS Suriname en 

ST Iso3166-1CountryCS Sao Tome and Principe en 

SV Iso3166-1CountryCS El Salvador en 

SY Iso3166-1CountryCS Syrian Arab Republic en 

SZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Swaziland en 

TC Iso3166-1CountryCS Turks and Caicos Islands en 

TD Iso3166-1CountryCS Chad en 

TF Iso3166-1CountryCS French Southern Territories en 

TG Iso3166-1CountryCS Togo en 

TH Iso3166-1CountryCS Thailand en 

TJ Iso3166-1CountryCS Tajikistan en 

TK Iso3166-1CountryCS Tokelau en 

TL Iso3166-1CountryCS Timor-Leste en 

TM Iso3166-1CountryCS Turkmenistan en 

TN Iso3166-1CountryCS Tunisia en 

TO Iso3166-1CountryCS Tonga en 

TR Iso3166-1CountryCS Turkey en 

TT Iso3166-1CountryCS Trinidad and Tobago en 

TV Iso3166-1CountryCS Tuvalu en 

TW Iso3166-1CountryCS Taiwan, Province of China en 

TZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Tanzania, United Republic of en 

UA Iso3166-1CountryCS Ukraine en 

UG Iso3166-1CountryCS Uganda en 

UM Iso3166-1CountryCS United States Minor Outlying Islands en 

US Iso3166-1CountryCS United States en 

UY Iso3166-1CountryCS Uruguay en 

UZ Iso3166-1CountryCS Uzbekistan en 

VA Iso3166-1CountryCS Holy See (Vatican City State) en 

VC Iso3166-1CountryCS Saint Vincent and the Grenadines en 

VE Iso3166-1CountryCS Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic of en 

VG Iso3166-1CountryCS VirginIslands, British en 

VI Iso3166-1CountryCS VirginIslands, U.S. en 

VN Iso3166-1CountryCS Viet Nam en 

VU Iso3166-1CountryCS Vanuatu en 

WF Iso3166-1CountryCS Wallis and Futuna en 

WS Iso3166-1CountryCS Samoa en 
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YE Iso3166-1CountryCS Yemen en 

YT Iso3166-1CountryCS Mayotte en 

ZA Iso3166-1CountryCS South Africa en 

ZM Iso3166-1CountryCS Zambia en 

ZW Iso3166-1CountryCS Zimbabwe en 

 

Year Format 

IMC_Term Format Display_Term ScopeNote 

1987-01-23 Production Year 23.01.1987 Complete date 

1950-07-00 Production Year 07/1950 Year and month 

1922-00-00 Production Year 1922 Year 

1922-00-00 - 1924-00-00 Production Year 1922-1924 Fixed time period 

1922-05-05 - 1922-05-09 Production Year 05.05.1922 - 09.05.1922 Fixed time period 

1922-00-00 - Production Year After 1922 Open time period (after) 

- 1922-00-00 Production Year Before 1922 Open time period (before) 

192? Production Year 192? Decade 

 

Non AV Title Type 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language ScopeNote 

Main title NonAVTitleType Main title en 
A name given to the non-audiovisual ressource. Typically, a name by which the resource is formally  
known.  

Alternative title NonAVTitleType Alternative title en 
An alternative name for the resource. This can be any form of the title that is used as a subsitute or  
an alternative to the formal tilte of the resource including abbrevations or translations of the title. 

 

AV Title Unit 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language Synonym ScopeNote 

Part AVTitleUnit Part en  

This unit name shall be applied when it is indicated in the 
source record or when a narrower term cannot be applied. 
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Episode AVTitleUnit Episode en 
Chapter, 
Section 

This unit name is typically used for individual parts of a 
serial or for sections of a film containing internal divisions. 

Season AVTitleUnit Season en  

This unit name is usually applied to describe a an 
individual part of a series. The term shall be applied when 
it is indicated in teh source record. 

Volume AVTitleUnit Volume en  

Name of the unit usually represented in a series of 
newsreel or film magazines. In most cases, an individual 
newsreel or film magazine has both volume and issue 
numbers. The volume number usually indicates the year. 

Issue AVTitleUnit Issue en  

Name of the unit usually represented in a series of 
newsreel or film magazines. In most cases, an individual 
newsreel or film magazine has both volume and issue 
numbers. Issue number usually indicates the sequential 
order of the film within a volume. 

 

 

 

Type Of Activity 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language Gender 

Actor TypeOfActivity Actor en M 

Actor TypeOfActivity Actress en F 

Adapted by TypeOfActivity Adapted by en U 

Aerial photographer TypeOfActivity Aerial photographer en U 

Animal trainer TypeOfActivity Animal trainer en U 

Animation camera TypeOfActivity Animation camera en U 

Animation director TypeOfActivity Animation director en U 

Animator TypeOfActivity Animator en U 

Annotator TypeOfActivity Annotator en U 

Applicant TypeOfActivity Applicant en U 

Architect TypeOfActivity Architect en U 

Armorer TypeOfActivity Armorer en U 

Art director TypeOfActivity Art director en U 

Artist TypeOfActivity Artist en U 
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Assistant art director TypeOfActivity Assistant art director en U 

Assistant camera operator TypeOfActivity Assistant camera operator en U 

Assistant chief lighting technician TypeOfActivity Assistant chief lighting technician en U 

Assistant director TypeOfActivity Assistant director en U 

Assistant editor TypeOfActivity Assistant editor en U 

Assistant location manager TypeOfActivity Assistant location manager en U 

Assistant make-up artist TypeOfActivity Assistant make-up artist en U 

Assistant producer TypeOfActivity Assistant producer en U 

Associate producer TypeOfActivity Associate producer en U 

Athlete TypeOfActivity Athlete en U 

Author(s) TypeOfActivity Author(s) en U 

Book designer TypeOfActivity Book designer en U 

Boom operator TypeOfActivity Boom operator en U 

Camera operator TypeOfActivity Camera operator en U 

Casting TypeOfActivity Casting en U 

Caterer TypeOfActivity Caterer en U 

Character designer TypeOfActivity Character designer en U 

Choreographer TypeOfActivity Choreographer en U 

Clapper loader TypeOfActivity Clapper loader en U 

Cleanup TypeOfActivity Cleanup en U 

Cleric TypeOfActivity Cleric en U 

Collector TypeOfActivity Collector en U 

Colour consultant TypeOfActivity Colour consultant en U 

Colour timer TypeOfActivity Colour timer en U 

Commentator TypeOfActivity Commentator en U 

Commissioner TypeOfActivity Commissioner en U 

Composer TypeOfActivity Composer en U 

Conception TypeOfActivity Conception en U 

Conductor TypeOfActivity Conductor en U 

Construction manager TypeOfActivity Construction manager en U 

Consultant TypeOfActivity Consultant en U 

Cooperation TypeOfActivity Cooperation en U 

Co-producer TypeOfActivity Co-producer en U 

Co-production TypeOfActivity Co-production en U 

Costume designer TypeOfActivity Costume designer en U 

Costume maker TypeOfActivity Costume maker en U 
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Costume supervisor TypeOfActivity Costume supervisor en U 

Costume supplier TypeOfActivity Costume supplier en U 

Costumer TypeOfActivity Costumer en U 

Costumer assistant TypeOfActivity Costumer assistant en U 

Costumes TypeOfActivity Costumes en U 

Crane operator TypeOfActivity Crane operator en U 

Creator TypeOfActivity Creator en U 

Dancer TypeOfActivity Dancer en U 

Designer TypeOfActivity Designer en U 

Dialogue TypeOfActivity Dialogue en U 

Dialogue coach TypeOfActivity Dialogue coach en U 

Dialogue editor TypeOfActivity Dialogue editor en U 

Director TypeOfActivity Director en U 

Director of photography TypeOfActivity Director of photography en U 

Director of publicity TypeOfActivity Director of publicity en U 

Director theatre/opera/musical TypeOfActivity Director theatre/opera/musical en U 

Distributor TypeOfActivity Distributor en U 

Dolly grip TypeOfActivity Dolly grip en U 

Double TypeOfActivity Double en U 

Dramaturgy TypeOfActivity Dramaturgy en U 

Dubbing TypeOfActivity Dubbing en U 

Dubbing director TypeOfActivity Dubbing director en U 

Dubbing editor TypeOfActivity Dubbing editor en U 

Dubbing speaker TypeOfActivity Dubbing speaker en U 

Editor  TypeOfActivity Editor  en U 

Editorial staff TypeOfActivity Editorial staff en U 

Electrician TypeOfActivity Electrician en U 

Engineer TypeOfActivity Engineer en U 

Entrepreneur TypeOfActivity Entrepreneur en U 

Executive producer TypeOfActivity Executive producer en U 

Exhibitor TypeOfActivity Exhibitor en U 

Fight arranger TypeOfActivity Fight arranger en U 

Film historian TypeOfActivity Film historian en U 

Film reviewer TypeOfActivity Film reviewer en U 

Filmmaker TypeOfActivity Filmmaker en U 

Film-related activity TypeOfActivity Film-related activity en U 
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Focus puller TypeOfActivity Focus puller en U 

Foley artist TypeOfActivity Foley artist en U 

Funding TypeOfActivity Funding en U 

Gaffer TypeOfActivity Gaffer en U 

Generator operator TypeOfActivity Generator operator en U 

Gowns  TypeOfActivity Gowns  en U 

Greensman TypeOfActivity Greensman en U 

Grip TypeOfActivity Grip en U 

Hairdresser TypeOfActivity Hairdresser en U 

Honoured to TypeOfActivity Honoured to en U 

Illustrator TypeOfActivity Illustrator en U 

Interviewer TypeOfActivity Interviewer en U 

Journalist TypeOfActivity Journalist en U 

Jurisprudent TypeOfActivity Jurisprudent en U 

Key grip TypeOfActivity Key grip en U 

Laboratory technician TypeOfActivity Laboratory technician en U 

Layout TypeOfActivity Layout en U 

Lead man TypeOfActivity Lead man en U 

Lenses manufacturer TypeOfActivity Lenses manufacturer en U 

Light  TypeOfActivity Light  en U 

Lighter TypeOfActivity Lighter en U 

Line producer TypeOfActivity Line producer en U 

Lithographer TypeOfActivity Lithographer en U 

Location manager TypeOfActivity Location manager en U 

Make-up artist TypeOfActivity Make-up artist en U 

Manufacturer TypeOfActivity Manufacturer en U 

Medic TypeOfActivity Medic en U 

Military TypeOfActivity Military en U 

Mixer TypeOfActivity Mixer en U 

Model maker TypeOfActivity Model maker en U 

Monarchy TypeOfActivity Monarchy en U 

Music TypeOfActivity Music en U 

Music arranger TypeOfActivity Music arranger en U 

Music composer TypeOfActivity Music composer en U 

Music contractor TypeOfActivity Music contractor en U 

Music editor TypeOfActivity Music editor en U 
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Music performer TypeOfActivity Music performer en U 

Music supervisor TypeOfActivity Music supervisor en U 

n/a TypeOfActivity n/a en U 

Narrator TypeOfActivity Narrator en U 

Negative cutter TypeOfActivity Negative cutter en U 

Non-film activity TypeOfActivity Non-film activity en U 

Participant TypeOfActivity Participant en U 

Performer TypeOfActivity Performer en U 

Photographer TypeOfActivity Photographer en U 

Politician TypeOfActivity Politician en U 

Poster designer TypeOfActivity Poster designer en U 

Post-production assistant TypeOfActivity Post-production assistant en U 

Post-production supervisor TypeOfActivity Post-production supervisor en U 

Pre-production TypeOfActivity Pre-production en U 

Presenter TypeOfActivity Presenter en U 

Producer TypeOfActivity Producer en U 

Production accountant TypeOfActivity Production accountant en U 

Production assistant TypeOfActivity Production assistant en U 

Production company TypeOfActivity Production company en U 

Production coordinator TypeOfActivity Production coordinator en U 

Production designer TypeOfActivity Production designer en U 

Production manager   TypeOfActivity Production manager   en U 

Property man TypeOfActivity Property man en U 

Property master TypeOfActivity Property master en U 

Publisher TypeOfActivity Publisher en U 

Publisher TypeOfActivity Publisher en U 

Publishing editor TypeOfActivity Publishing editor en U 

Puppet designer TypeOfActivity Puppet designer en U 

Puppeteer TypeOfActivity Puppeteer en U 

Puppets manufacturer TypeOfActivity Puppets manufacturer en U 

Researcher TypeOfActivity Researcher en U 

Scenic artist TypeOfActivity Scenic artist en U 

Scientist TypeOfActivity Scientist en U 

Screen story TypeOfActivity Screen story en U 

Screenplay TypeOfActivity Screenplay en U 

Screenplay translation TypeOfActivity Screenplay translation en U 
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Script / Continuity TypeOfActivity Script / Continuity en U 

Script supervisor TypeOfActivity Script supervisor en U 

Series producer TypeOfActivity Series producer en U 

Set decorator TypeOfActivity Set decorator en U 

Set decorator assistant TypeOfActivity Set decorator assistant en U 

Set designer TypeOfActivity Set designer en U 

Set designer assistant TypeOfActivity Set designer assistant en U 

Singer TypeOfActivity Singer en U 

Soloist TypeOfActivity Soloist en U 

Song composer TypeOfActivity Song composer en U 

Sound  TypeOfActivity Sound  en U 

Sound assistant TypeOfActivity Sound assistant en U 

Sound designer TypeOfActivity Sound designer en U 

Sound editor TypeOfActivity Sound editor en U 

Sound engineer TypeOfActivity Sound engineer en U 

Sound recorder TypeOfActivity Sound recorder en U 

Sound supervisor TypeOfActivity Sound supervisor en U 

Special effects TypeOfActivity Special effects en U 

Special make-up effects TypeOfActivity Special make-up effects en U 

Sponsor TypeOfActivity Sponsor en U 

Stand-in TypeOfActivity Stand-in en U 

Steadycam operator TypeOfActivity Steadycam operator en U 

Still photography TypeOfActivity Still photography en U 

Story editor TypeOfActivity Story editor en U 

Storyboard artist TypeOfActivity Storyboard artist en U 

Stunt coordinator TypeOfActivity Stunt coordinator en U 

Stunt performer TypeOfActivity Stunt performer en U 

Supervising animator TypeOfActivity Supervising animator en U 

Supervising sound editor TypeOfActivity Supervising sound editor en U 

Technician TypeOfActivity Technician en U 

Title designer TypeOfActivity Title designer en U 

Transportation manager TypeOfActivity Transportation manager en U 

Underwater cameraman TypeOfActivity Underwater cameraman en U 

Visual effects TypeOfActivity Visual effects en U 

Wardrobe supervisor TypeOfActivity Wardrobe supervisor en U 

Wrangler TypeOfActivity Wrangler en U 
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XPZ44-002HistoricCountryCS 

IMC_ 
Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language 

Foundatio
n 

Dissolutio
n ScopeNote 

DZAFR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Algeria en 1842 1962 Colonie française (départements en 1879). Indépendance en 1962. 

DEUZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Germany en 1871 1945 Empire (Reich) allemand. Capitulation en 1945. 

DEUQG 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Germany en 1945 1949 Administration par les autorités alliées. Division en 2 états en 1949. 

AUTZR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Austria  en 1918 1938 République indépendante. Annexée par le Reich allemand en 1938. 

AUTQT 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Austria  en 1945 1955 État sous contrôle allié. Souveraineté en 1955. 

AUHZG 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Austria-Hungary en 1867 1918 Union de l'Autriche et de la Hongrie. Dislocation en 1918. 

BURCC 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Burma en  1886 

Empire tributaire de la Chine. Cession de la Basse-Birmanie aux Indes en 1852,  
puis disparition en 1886 (annexion et rattachement aux Indes). 

BURGE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Burma en 1937 1942 Colonie britannique. 

BURJI 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Burma en 1942 1943 Occupation japonaise. 

BURZM 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Burma en 1943 1945 État indépendant sous protection du Japon. 

BURGN 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Burma en 1945 1948 De nouveau colonie britannique (république en 1947). Indépendance en 1948 

BURZR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Burma en 1948 1989 République indépendante (Union birmane). Prend le nom de Myanmar en 1989. 

KROCC 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Korea en  1895 Royaume tributaire de la Chine. Indépendance en 1895. 

KROZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Korea en 1895 1905 Royaume indépendant. Protectorat japonais en 1905. 

KROJJ 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Korea en 1905 1910 Protectorat du Japon, annexé en 1910 sous le nom de Chosen. 

KROQO 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Korea en 1945 1948 Occupation russe et américaine. Division en 1948. 

HRVZO 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Croatia en 1941 1945 Royaume indépendant. Membre de la Yougoslavie en 1945. 
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HRVYT* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Croatia en 1945 1991 République fédérée de la Yougoslavie. Se sépare en 1991. 

ESTZI 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Estonia en 1918 1940 République indépendante. Annexion soviétique en 1940. 

ESTYN* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Estonia en 1940 1941 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Partie de l'Ostland allemand en 1941. 

ESTYS* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Estonia en 1944 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Séparation en 1991. 

HVOFA* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Upper Volta en 1919 1933 Colonie française créée en 1919, membre de l'A.O.F. Démembrement en 1933. 

HVOFH* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Upper Volta en 1947 1958 

Colonie recréée en 1947, membre de l'A.O.F. Devient la République voltaïque en  
1958. 

HVOFL 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Upper Volta en 1959 1960 République autonome de la Communauté française. 

HVOZT 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Upper Volta en 1960 1984 République indépendante. Prend le nom de Burkina Faso en 1984. 

HUNYI* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Hungary en  1867 

Royaume (union personnelle) de l'empire d'Autriche. État de l'Autriche-Hongrie 
en 1867. 

HUNYN* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Hungary en 1867 1918 

État constitué de la partie hongroise (Transleithanie) de l'Autriche-Hongrie. Se  
sépare en 1918. 

NIDGD 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Dutch East Indies en  1816 Occupation britannique. 

NIDNE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Dutch East Indies en 1816 1942 Colonie néerlandaise. 

NIDJL 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Dutch East Indies en 1942 1945 Occupation japonaise. 

NIDNN 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Dutch East Indies en 1945 1949 Colonie néerlandaise. Indépendance en 1949 sous le nom d'Indonésie. 

IDNNS* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Indonesia en 1945 1949 République autonome des Indes néerlandaises. Indépendance en 1949. 

KAZYK* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Kazakhstan en 1936 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

KGZYI* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Kyrgyzstan en 1936 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

LVAZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Latvia en 1918 1940 République indépendante. Annexion soviétique en 1940. 

LVAYN* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Latvia en 1940 1941 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Partie de l'Ostland allemand en 1941. 

LVAYT* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Latvia en 1944 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Séparation en 1991. 
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MKDYN* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Macedonia en 1945 1992 République fédérée de la Yougoslavie. Se sépare en 1992. 

MOLOV 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Moldova en 1829 1861 

Principauté tributaire de l'Empire ottoman. Fusion avec la Valachie pour former la  
Roumanie en 1861 (de facto en 1859). 

MDAZI 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Moldova en 1917 1918 État indépendant (ex-Bessarabie), annexé par la Roumanie en 1918. 

MDAYL* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Moldova en 1940 1941 

République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S., annexée par la Roumanie en 1941 (restituée à  
l'U.R.S.S. en 1944). 

MDAYO
* 

XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Moldova en 1944 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

UZBYK* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Uzbekistan en 1924 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

PLNGE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Palestine en 1918 1948 

Occupation, puis mandat de facto (1920) du Royaume-Uni. Séparation de la  
Transjordanie en 1921. 

DDRRA 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS 

German 
Democratic 
Republic en 1949 1955 État sous contrôle soviétique. Souveraineté en 1955. 

DDRZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS 

German 
Democratic 
Republic en 1955 1990 Unification de l’Allemagne en 1990. 

DEUQM 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS 

Federal Republic 
of Germany en 1949 1955 État sous contrôle des Alliés occidentaux. Souveraineté en 1955. 

DEUZR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS 

Federal Republic 
of Germany en 1955 1990 État sous contrôle des Alliés occidentaux. Souveraineté en 1955. 

RUSZI 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Russia en  1918 Empire. Éclatement en 1918. 

RUSZR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Russia en 1918 1922 République fédérative (R.S.F.S.R.). Membre fondateur de l'U.R.S.S. en 1922. 

RUSYS* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Russia en 1922 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. 

SRLFE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Saarland en 1919 1935 

Mandat de la S.D.N. administré par la France. Rattachement à l'Allemagne en 
1935. 

SRLFR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Saarland en 1947 1957 

Territoire autonome administré par la France. Land de la République fédérale  
d'Allemagne en 1957. 

SVKZL 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Slovaquie en 1939 1945 

État indépendant. Fusion avec la Bohême-Moravie en 1945 pour former de  
nouveau la Tchécoslovaquie. 

SVKYQ* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Slovaquie en 1969 1993 République fédérée de la Tchécoslovaquie. Indépendance en 1992. 

SVNYI* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Slovenia en 1945 1991 République fédérée de la Yougoslavie. Se sépare en 1991. 
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SWZVD* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Swaziland en  1894 Royaume swazi, dépendant des Zoulous. 

SWZVI* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Swaziland en 1894 1900 Protectorat rattaché à la République sud-africaine. 

SWZGL* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Swaziland en 1900 1906 Protectorat britannique, administré par le Transvaal. 

SWZGN 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Swaziland en 1906 1968 Protectorat britannique. Indépendance en 1968. 

TJKYI* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Tajikistan en 1929 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

TWNJI 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Taiwan en 1895 1945 Colonie du Japon. Restitution à la Chine en 1945. 

CSKZL 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Czechoslovakia en 1918 1939 

République formée en 1918 par la réunion de la Bohême et de la partie slovaque  
de la Hongrie. Dissolution en 1939 pour former la Bohême-Moravie et la 
Slovaquie. 

CSKZR 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Czechoslovakia en 1945 1992 

République reconstituée en 1945. République fédérale en 1969. Dissolution en  
1992. 

TMPPI 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS East Timor en 1896 1942 Colonie portugaise. 

TMPJM 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS East Timor en 1942 1945 Occupation japonaise. 

TMPPO 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS East Timor en 1945 1975 Colonie portugaise. 

TKMYN* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Turkmenistan en 1924 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

UKRZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Ukraine en 1918 1922 République indépendante. Membre fondateur de l'U.R.S.S. en 1922. 

UKRYI* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Ukraine en 1922 1941 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. 

UKRDK 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Ukraine en 1941 1943 Commissariat du Reich allemand. 

UKRYN* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Ukraine en 1943 1991 République fédérée de l'U.R.S.S. Se sépare en 1991. 

YEMOE* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Yemen en 1904 1918 Imamat vassal de l'Empire ottoman. Indépendance en 1918. 

YEMZN 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Yemen en 1918 1990 

Royaume indépendant (république en 1962). Union avec le Yémen du Sud en 
1990. 

YUGZL 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Yugoslavia en 1929 1941 Royaume indépendant, dissous en 1941. 

YUGZV 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Yugoslavia en 1945 1991 République fédérale. Rupture de l'unité en 1991. 
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DNKZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Denmark en  1940 Royaume indépendant. 

DNKDM 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Denmark en 1940 1945 Occupation allemande. 

FROKE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Faroe Islands en  1940 Dépendance du Danemark. 

FROGF 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Faroe Islands en 1940 1945 Occupation britannique. 

ISLKD 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Iceland en  1918 Dépendance du Danemark. 

ISLKE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Iceland en 1918 1940 Royaume en union personnelle avec le Danemark. 

ISLQN 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Iceland en 1940 1944 Occupation alliée. République et indépendance en 1944. 

BINGX* 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS British Raj en    

PRSZE 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS Persia en    

AGOPO 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS 

Overseas Province 
of Angola en    

SCSZA 
XPZ44-
002HistoricCountryCS 

Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and 
Slovenes en     

 

Language Usage 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language 

Additional dubbed language LanguageUsage Additional dubbed language en 

Additional original language LanguageUsage Additional original language en 

Audio LanguageUsage Audio en 

Audio description LanguageUsage Audio description en 

Caption LanguageUsage Caption en 

Closed caption LanguageUsage Closed caption en 

Descriptive video information LanguageUsage Descriptive video information en 

Director's commentary LanguageUsage Director's commentary en 

Dubbed commentary LanguageUsage Dubbed commentary en 

Dubbed dialogue LanguageUsage Dubbed dialogue en 

Dubbed narration LanguageUsage Dubbed narration en 
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Educational notes LanguageUsage Educational notes en 

Interviewee language LanguageUsage Interviewee language en 

Interviewer language LanguageUsage Interviewer language en 

Main dubbed language LanguageUsage Main dubbed language en 

Main original language LanguageUsage Main original language en 

n/a LanguageUsage n/a en 

Open caption LanguageUsage Open caption en 

Original commentary LanguageUsage Original commentary en 

Original narration LanguageUsage Original narration en 

Song lyrics LanguageUsage Song lyrics en 

Subtitle LanguageUsage Subtitle en 

Supplemental LanguageUsage Supplemental en 

Supplemental commentary LanguageUsage Supplemental commentary en 

Supplementary audio programme LanguageUsage Supplementary audio programme en 

Text LanguageUsage Text en 

Text description for the hard-of-hearing LanguageUsage Text description for the hard-of-hearing en 

Transcript LanguageUsage Transcript en 

Voice over LanguageUsage Voice over en 

 

Rights Status 

IMC_Term Vocabulary Name Display Term Language 

In copyright RightsStatus In copyright en 

EU Orphan Work RightsStatus EU Orphan Work en 

In copyright - Educational use permitted RightsStatus In copyright - Educational use permitted en 

In copyright - Non-commercial use permitted RightsStatus In copyright - Non-commercial use permitted en 

Public Domain RightsStatus Public Domain en 

 

Sound 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language 

With sound Sound With sound en 

Without sound Sound Without sound en 
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Specific Type 

IMC_Term Vocabulary_Name Display_Term Language Synonym ScopeNote 

Advertising material SpecificType Advertising material en 
Advertising poster, Press material, Invitation to 
premere  

Article SpecificType Article en   
Book SpecificType Book en   
Censorship card SpecificType Censorship card en Censorship document  
Censorship certificate SpecificType Censorship certificate en   
Censorship document SpecificType Censorship document en   
Censorship report SpecificType Censorship report en   
Correspondence SpecificType Correspondence en Letter  
Dialogue list SpecificType Dialogue list en   
Distribution poster SpecificType Distribution poster en   
Drawing SpecificType Drawing en   
Festival poster SpecificType Festival poster en   
Film still SpecificType Film still en   
First release poster SpecificType First release poster en   
Glass negative SpecificType Glass Negative en   
Interview SpecificType Interview en   
Manuscript SpecificType Manuscript en   
Monograph SpecificType Monograph en   
Music SpecificType Music en   
Music sheet SpecificType Music sheet en   
n/a SpecificType n/a en   
News report SpecificType News report en   
Periodical SpecificType Periodical en   
Photo SpecificType Photo en   
Portrait SpecificType Portrait en   
Poster SpecificType Poster en   
Production design SpecificType Production design en Set decoration, Set design, Costume design  
Production material SpecificType Production material en Production document, Production records  
Programme SpecificType Programme en   
Promotional photo SpecificType Promotional photo en   
Rating certificate SpecificType Rating certificate en   
Rating report SpecificType Rating report en Critique  
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Registration card SpecificType Registration card en   
Autograph SpecificType Autograph en   
Booklet SpecificType Booklet en   
Cover SpecificType Cover en   
Folder SpecificType Folder en   
Postcard SpecificType Postcard en   
Reproduction poster SpecificType Reproduction poster en   
Review SpecificType Review en   
Screenplay SpecificType Screenplay en   
Set photo SpecificType Set photo en   
Shot report SpecificType Shot report en Scenario  
Slide SpecificType Slide en   
Story board SpecificType Story board en   
Title list SpecificType Title list en   
Typoscript SpecificType Typoscript en   
Unclassified photo SpecificType Unclassified photo en   
Press material SpecificType Press material en   

 


